
On subgroups of R.Thompson's group Fand other diagram groupsV. S. Guba, M.V. SapirAbstractIn this paper, we continue our study of the class of diagram groups. Simplyspeaking, a diagram is a labelled plane graph bounded by a pair of paths (the toppath and the bottom path). To multiply two diagrams, one simply identi�es thetop path of one diagram with the bottom path of the other diagram, and removespairs of \reducible" cells. Each diagram group is determined by an alphabet X ,containing all possible labels of edges, a set of relations R = f ui = vi j i = 1; 2; ::: g,containing all possible labels of cells, and a word w overX { the label of the top andbottom paths of diagrams. Diagrams can be considered as 2-dimensional words,and diagram groups can be considered as 2-dimensional analogue of free groups.In our previous paper, we showed that the class of diagram groups contains manyinteresting groups including the famous R. Thompson group F (it corresponds tothe simplest set of relations f x = x2 g), closed under direct and free products andsome other constructions. In this paper we study mainly subgroups of diagramgroups. We show that not every subgroup of a diagram group is itself a diagramgroup (this answers a question from the previous paper). We prove that everynilpotent subgroup of a diagram group is abelian, every abelian subgroup is free,but even the Thompson group contains solvable subgroups of any degree. Wealso study distortion of subgroups in diagram groups, including the Thompsongroup. It turnes out that centralizers of elements and abelian subgroups are alwaysundistorted, but the Thompson group contains distorted soluble subgroups.IntroductionThis paper is devoted to further study of the so called diagram groups. The de�nitionof diagram groups was �rst given by Meakin and Sapir in 1995. Their student VesnaKilibarda obtained �rst results about diagram groups in her thesis [17] (see also herpaper [18]). Further results about diagram groups have been obtained in our paper [12].Here we survey the main results of that paper (see [12] for details).Diagram groups reect certain important properties of semigroup presentations. Forinstance we showed that three de�nitions of asphericity given by Pride [27] are in fact1



equivalent and are equivalent to the triviality of all diagram groups over the presentation.One can say that diagram groups measure the non-asphericity of semigroup presentations.On the other hand, it turned out that the class of diagram groups is interestingeven if we forget about its connection with semigroup presentations. These groups havenice algorithmic properties: the word problem in every diagram group is solvable intime O(n2+") for every " > 0. This does not depend on whether the word problemfor the corresponding semigroup presentation is solvable or not. If the word problemof this semigroup presentation is solvable then the conjugacy problem is solvable in thecorresponding diagram group.If a group is representable by diagrams (i.e. it is a subgroup of a diagram group)then one can use geometry of planar graphs to deduce certain properties of the group.Diagrams can be viewed as \2-dimensional words" and in [12], we developed a calculuscalled \combinatorics on diagrams", which is parallel to the well known combinatoricson words (see Lothaire [21]).Geometry of diagrams allows one to consider many homomorphism from diagramgroups into the group of piecewise linear homeomorphisms of the real line. Thus wehave a connection between groups representable by diagrams and groups representableby piecewise linear functions. This connection can be used in both directions.We showed that the class of diagram groups is wide. It contains the free groups, freeabelian groups, the R.Thompson group F and its generalizations found by Brown [4].This class is closed under �nite direct products, arbitrary free products and some otherconstructions. Note that the Thompson group is the diagram group over the followingsimple presentation hx j x2 = x i. In [12] we obtained several previously unknown resultsabout Thompson's group, essentially using its representation as a diagram group.� The conjugacy problem in F is solvable.� The centralizer of each element of F is a �nite direct product of groups each ofwhich is either a copy of F or an in�nite cyclic group Z.Let us give a short summary of the content of this paper.Section 1 contains the list of the main concepts used in this paper.In Section 2, we introduce the concept of diagram product of groups. It is de�ned asthe fundamental group of a certain 2-complex of groups. Theorem 4, the main result ofthis section, states that the class of diagram groups is closed under diagram products. Itturns out that all \products" considered before (the free product, the direct product, etc.)are particular cases of the diagram product. Examples 5 { 8, 10, 12 show applicationsof Theorem 4. In partricular we prove that the class of diagram groups is closed undercountable direct powers (Theorem 9), wreath products with Z (Theorem 11), and acertain special construction O(G;H) (Theorem 13), whose role will be clear later.In Section 3, we show that nilpotent subgroups of diagram groups are abelian (Corol-lary 15), and abelian subgroups are free abelian (Theorem 16). We �nish this sectionwith a description of sets of pairwise commuting diagrams (Theorem 17).2



In Section 4, we prove that the Thompson group F contains subgroups isomorphicto the restricted wreath product of two in�nite cyclic groups and soluble subgroups ofarbitrary degree (this was �rst proved by Brin). It turns out that for any subgroup ofpiecewise linear functions (including F ) there exists a dichotomy: either it contains Z wrZ or it is abelian (Theorem 21). This implies, in particular, that a non-abelian subgroupof the group of piecewise linear functions cannot be a one-relator group (Corollary 23).This result strengthens the well known fact that the group of piecewise linear functionsdoes not contain free non-abelian subgroups.In Section 4, we also give necessary and su�cient conditions for a diagram group tocontain a copy of Z wr Z as a subgroup (Theorem 24). We study the question when adiagram group over some semigroup presentation P contains a copy of the Thompsongroup F . We prove that if the semigroup given by P contains an idempotent then adiagram group over this presentation contains a copy of F . (Theorem 25). The interestingquestion of whether the converse statement holds is open.In Section 5, we present a counterexample to the Subgroup Conjecture. This con-jecture stated that every subgroup of a diagram group is a diagram group itself. It wasmotivated by the similarity between diagram groups and free groups. At �rst we thoughtthat the conjecture is easy to disprove and the derived subgroup F 0 of F is a counterex-ample. But it turned out that F 0 is a diagram group (Theorem 26). This solves severalproblems from [12]. We asked whether a diagram group can coincide with its derivedsubgroup and whether every diagram group has an LOG-presentation. Corollary 27 givesa positive answer to the �rst question and a negative answer to the second question.But the main result of this Section is Theorem 28 which shows that the one-relatorgroup hx; y j xy2x = yx2y i is not a diagram group but is isomorphic to a subgroup ofa diagram group. In the proof, we use the construction O(G;H) from Section 2. Thisgives a counterexample to the Subgroup Conjecture. Nevertheless, we think that in manypartricular cases this conjecture is true and we pose several open question in this regard.At the end of this section we study the following series of groupsGn = hx1; : : : ; xn j [x1; x2] = [x2; x3] = � � � = [xn�1; xn] = [xn; x1] = 1 i:For n � 4 these groups are diagram groups; we prove (Theorem 30), that for odd n � 5this is not so. It is not known whether these groups are representable by diagrams. If so,this will give us new counterexamples to the Subgroup Conjecture.The last Section 6 is devoted to the distortrion of subgroups in diagram groups. In arecent paper [5] Burillo prroved that for every natural n the Thompson group F containssubgroups isomorphic to F �Zn and quasi-isometrically (without distortrion) embeddedinto F . A similar fact is true for an embedding of F � F . We prove (Theorem 34) thatevery centralizer of an element in F is embedded into F without distortion. Centralizersof elements of F can be arbitrary �nite direct products of copies of F and copies of Z.Burillo also proved that every cyclic subgroup of F is embedded without distortion (thisfact is also an immediate corollary of Lemma 15.29 in [12]). We prove (Theorem 33)that not only cyclic but arbitrary �nitely generated abelian subgroups of any diagramgroups are undistorted. Finally we found solvable subgroups of F which are distorted.3



Theorem 38 shows that for every natural d � 2 there exists a �nitely generated solvablesubgroup Kd in F such that its distortion function is at least nd.Acknowledgements. The authors thank M. Brin and S. Pride for helpful discussionsof the results of this paper.1 PreliminariesFor an alphabet � let �+ denote the free semigroup over �, and let �� denote the freemonoid. Elements of the free monoid are called words. The identity element, i.e. theempty word, is denoted by 1.Let P = h� j R i be a presentation of a semigroup where � is an alphabet, R is a setof pairs of non-empty words over �. The semigroup S given by P is the factor-semigroup�+=� where � is the smallest congruence on �+ containing R. Elements of � are calledgenerators, pairs (u; v) 2 R written also as u = v are called de�ning relations. Leftand right parts of de�ning relations are called de�ning words. We shall assume that allpresentations are anti-symmetric that is if u = v 2 R then v = u 62 R. In particular Rdoes not contain relations u = u.With any semigroup presentation P, we associate the following graph �(P). Thevertices are all words in �+. Edges are the elements of �� � R�1 � ��. We shalldenote edges by (x; u ! v; y), where x; y 2 ��, and either (u; v) 2 R or (v; u) 2 R. Ife = (x; u ! v; y) then the inverse edge is de�ned by e�1 = (x; v ! u; y). The initialvertex of e is �(e) = xuy and the terminal vertex is � (e) = xvy. Thus vertices of thisgraph are words and edges are elementary transformations of words (i.e. substitutionsof de�ning words by their pairs). The graph �(P) describes all derivations over P: twonon-empty words w1, w2 are equal modulo P if and only if there exists a path in the graphconnecting w1 and w2. This path is called a derivation of w2 from w1.With every derivation over P, one can associate a geometric object, a semigroupdiagram over P. Semigroup diagrams were �rst introduced by E.V.Kashintsev [16] andthen rediscovered by Remmers [28] and others(see [15, 32]). We do not give an exactde�nition here (see also [12]), the de�nition will be clear from the following example.Example 1 Let P = h a; b; c j abc = ba; bca = cb; cab = ac i. Consider the followingderivation over P:(1; ac! cab; cb2ca)(c; abc! ba; b2ca)(cbab; bca! cb; 1)(cb; abc! ba; b):The corresponding diagram � over P is the following:
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u u u u uu u uuu u u ua c c b b c ac a bb a c bb aLet us introduce the terminology associated with diagrams. Every diagram over Pis a planar graph. It has vertices, edges and cells. In Example 1, the diagram � has13 vertices, 16 edges and 4 cells. The number of cells is equal to the length of thecorresponding derivation. Each positive edge has a label from �, positive edges areoriented from left to right. The label of an edge e is denoted by '(e). We shall consideronly positive paths in �, that is paths consisting of positive edges. For every path p ina diagram �, its label '(p) is the word read on the path. Any diagram � has the initialverrtex �(�) and the terminal vertex � (�), the top path top(�) and the bottom pathbot(�) connecting the initial and terminal vertices. The diagram � lies between its topand bottom paths. This notation is illustrated by the following example.u u��(�) � (�)top(�)bot(�)Notice that paths top(�) and bot(�) can have common edges. Every cell � of adiagram is a diagram itself, so we can de�ne the notation �(�), � (�), top(�), bot(�) andthe corresponding concepts. If words u and v are labels of the top and the bottom pathsof a cell � then either u = v or v = u is a de�ning relation (that is it belongs to R). Inthis case we call � a (u; v)-cell.For every non-empty word w, there exists a trivial diagram "(w) without cells whosetop and bottom paths coincide and have label w.We do not distinguish isotopic diagrams. The notation �1 � �2 means that �1 and�2 are isotopic.If the label of top(�) is w1 and the label of bot(�) is w2 then � is called a (w1; w2)-diagram. Let w1, w2, w3 be any three vertices of the graph �(P) and let pi (i = 1; 2) bepaths in the graph �(P) from wi to wi+1. By �i, we denote the diagram corresponding5



to the path pi (i = 1; 2). It is easy to see that the product of paths p1 and p2 in the graphcorresponds to the diagram � obtained from �1 and �2 by identifying the bottom pathof �1 and the top path of �2. The resulting diagram � will be called the composition ofdiagrams �1 and �2, we denote it by �1 ��2. Thus � is a partial operation on the setof all diagrams over P. The composition of a (w1; w2)-diagram and a (w2; w3)-diagramis a (w1; w3)-diagram. For every word w 2 �+, the set of all (w;w)-diagrams over Pis a semigroup with respect to the operation �. Diagrams of this form will be calledspherical diagrams with base w. This semigroup has the identity element "(w). Wede�ne also another associative operation on the set of all diagrams over P. Namely thesum �1 +�2 of diagrams �1 and �2 is the diagram obtained by identifying � (�1) and�(�2). These two operations are illustrated by the following �gure:u u�1�2�1 ��2 u u u�1 �2�1 +�2Suppose that a diagram � contains a (u; v)-cell and a (v; u)-cell such that the toppath of the �rst cell is the bottom path of the second cell. Then we say that these twocells form a dipole. In this case we can remove these two cells by �rst removing theircommon path, and then identifying the bottom path of the �rst cell with the top pathof the second cell. A diagram is called reduced if it does not contain dipoles. One canget a reduced diagram from any diagram by removing dipoles. Kilibarda [17] proved thatevery diagram has a unique reduced form. We call two diagrams �1 and �2 equivalent,written as �1 �= �2, if their reduced forms are the same. It is easy to see that if �1 �= �2,�3 �= �4 then �1 ��3 �= �2 ��4 and �1 +�3 �= �2 +�4.Therefore on the set D(P; w) of all equivalence classes of (w;w)-diagrams one can de-�ne a product, by setting [�1]�[�2] = [�1��2], where square brackets denote equivalenceclasses.The product of a (w1; w2)-diagram � and the (w2; w1)-diagram �0, which is a mirrorimage of � is obviously equivalent to the trivial diagram "(w1). The diagram �0 will bedenoted by ��1.For simplicity we shall call equivalent diagrams equal, use \=" instead of \�=", anddrop square brackets and the multiplication sign. So for every � 2 D(P; w) ���1 ="(w). As a result D(P; w) turns out to be a group which is called the diagram groupover the semigroup presentation P with base w. Since every equivalence class contains a6



unique reduced diagram, one can assume that D(P; w) consists of reduced diagrams withthe natural multiplication (�1�2 is the reduced form of �1 ��2).In what follows, the term diagram group means a diagram group over some presenta-tion with some base.We shall use the standard notation for conjugation in groups: ab = b�1ab, and for thecommutator: [a; b] = a�1ab = a�1b�1ab. If A and B are subgroups of a group G then[A;B] denotes the subgroup generated by all commutators [a; b] where a 2 A, b 2 B.Now let us shortly describe some results about diagram groups obtained earlier.The diagram group corresponding to the presentation P = hx j xx = x i with base xis the famous R.Thompson's group F , which has the following presentation:hx0; x1; : : : j xxij = xj+1 (j > i) i:(see [12, Example 6.4].This group has several interesting propertries and is studied by mathematicians work-ing in di�erent areas of mathematics (�-calculus, functional analysis, homological algebra,homotopy theory, group theory). It was discovered by R.Thompson in 1965, and wasrediscovered later by other authors. [6] presents a survey of results about F . Since F isone of the most important diagram groups, and since we are going to present some newresults about it in this paper, let us recall some known properties of this group. Thesepropertries can be found in [6], [12] and [11].1. The group F is isomorphic to the group of all increasing continuous piecewise linearmaps of the interval [0; 1] onto itself such that the singularities occur at �nitely manydyadic points (points of the form m=2n) and all slopes are powers of 2. The groupoperation is the composition of functions (we shall write function symbols to theright of the argument).2. In the previous paragraph, one can replace the interval [0; 1] by [0;+1], adding theassumption that the slop on +1 is 1. The resulting group is also isomorphic to F .3. F does not satisfy any non-trivial identity.4. F does not contain any free non-abelian subgroups. Every subgroup of F either isabelian or contains an in�nite direct power of Z.5. F is �nitely presented, it has a presentation with two generators and two de�ningrelations. The word problem and the conjugacy problem are solvable in F . It hasa polynomial isoperimetric function [11].There exists a clear connection between representation of elements of F by diagramsand normal form of elements in F . Recall [6] that every element in F is uniquely repre-sentable in the following form: xs1i1 : : : xsmim x�tnjn : : : x�t1j1 ; (1)7



where i1 � � � � � im 6= jn � � � � � j1; s1; : : : ; sm; t1; : : : tn � 0, and if xi and x�1i occurin (1) for some i � 0 then either xi+1 or x�1i+1 also occurs in (1). This form is called thenormal form of elements in F . (Note that in [13], we constructed another normal formfor elements of F , our normal forms are locally testable.)Let us show how given an (x; x)-diagram over P = hx j xx = x i one can get the nor-mal form of the element represented by this diagram. We simply describe the procedureproviding no proofs. Details can be deduced from [12, Example 6.4].Example 2 Every diagram � over P can be divided by its longest positive path fromits intitial vertex to its terminal vertex into two parts, positive and negative, denoted by�+ and ��, respectively. So � = �+ � ��. It is easy to prove by induction on thenumber of cells that all cells in �+ are (x; x2)-cells, all cells in �� are (x2; x)-cells. Thisimplies that the numbers of cells in �+ and in �� are the same. Denote this numberby k. Let us number the cells of �+ by numbers from 1 to k by taking every time the\rightmost" cell, that is, the cell which is to the right of any other cell attached to thebottom path of the diagram formed by the previous cells. The �rst cell is attached to thetop path of �+ (= top(�)). The ith cell in this sequence of cells corresponds to an edgeof the graph �(P), which has the form (x`i; x! x2; xri), where `i (ri) is the length of thepath from the initial (resp. terminal) vertex of the diagram (resp. the cell) to the initial(resp. terminal) vertex of the cell (resp. the diagram), and contained in the bottom pathof the diagram formed by the �rst i � 1 cells. If `i = 0 then we label this cell by 1. If`i 6= 0 then we label this cell by the element xri of F . Multiplying the labells of all cells,we get the \positive" part of the normal form. For example, the diagram on the nextpicture s s s s s s s s s1 23 4 567 1 2 34 5 67the positive part is equal to x0x22x4x5 (cells 1 and 3 were labelled by the identity element).In order to �nd the \negative" part of the normal form, consider (��)�1, number itscells as above and label them as above. In our example, we get the word x1x23x4 (cells 1,2, 4 are labelled by 1). Thus the \negative" part of the normal form is (x1x23x4)�1, andit remains to multiply the positive and negative parts. In our example, the normal formis x0x22x4x5x�14 x�23 x�11 . 8



Diagrams presented below are generators x0, x1 of the group F . They generate thewhole F . u u u u u u u u ux0 x1One can ask several natural general questions about diagram groups. Which groupsare diagram groups? Which groups are representable by diagrams (are subgroups ofdiagram groups)? Do these two classes coinside? How to compute a diagram group overa given presentation P and with a given base?There exists a well developed technology for computing diagram groups. The startingpoint for computing diagram groups is Kilibarda's theorem about fundamental groups ofSquier complexes. In order to formulate this important result, let us de�ne the structureof a 2-complex on the graph �(P) for any presentation P.First notice that although for every path in �(P) there exists a unique diagram as-sociated with this path, the same diagram can be associated with many paths. Considerthe following typical case:Let P = h� j R i where R contains two de�ning relations `i = ri (i = 1; 2), and letu, v, z be arbitrary words in ��. Consider the following paths in �(P):(u; `1 ! r1; z`2v)(ur1z; `2 ! r2; v); (2)(u`1z; `2 ! r2; v)(u; `1 ! r1; zr2v): (3)It is easy to see that (u`1z`2v; ur1zr2v)-diagrams corresponding to these paths are equal.This diagram is shown on the following picture:s s s s s su z v`1 `2r2r1This situation hints to a homotopy relation on the set of paths in the graph �(P):paths (2) and (3) should be called homotopic. In order to de�ne the homotopy relationwe need the structure of a 2-complex on �(P). For every 5-tuple (u; `1 = r1; z; `2 = r2; v),9



where u; v; z 2 ��, (`1 = r1); (`2 = r2) 2 R we have a 2-cell whose de�ning path is p1p�12where p1, p2 are the paths (2) and (3), respectively. The resulting 2-complex is calledthe Squier complex of the semigroup presentation P. It is denoted by K(P). It wasimplicitely de�ned by Squier in [31]. The same complex was independently constructedby Kilibarda [17, 18] and Pride [26]. The important role of this complex is justi�edby the fact that equal diagrams over P correspond to homotopic paths in K(P). Thefollowing Kilibarda's theorem [17, 18] plays an important role in this paper: The diagramgroup D(P; w) is isomorphic to the fundamental group �1(K; w) of the Squier complexK = K(P).2 Diagram Product of GroupsIn [12], we considered several group-theoretical operations such that the class of diagramgroups is closed under them. These operations were: �nite direct products (result due toKilibarda [17]), any free products, and also some special operation � which we used forconstructing an example of a diagram group that was �nitely generated but not �nitelypresented. In this Section we introduce a quite general operation on groups, the diagramproduct. We show that the class of diagram groups is closed under this operation. Allthe above listed constructions are partial cases of this new operation. We also considersome concrete applications of this construction. They will be essentially used in the laterSections.Let us recall the de�nition of a graph. A graph (in the sense of Serre [30]) is anordered tuple � = hV;E;�1 ; �; � i where V , E are disjoint sets, �1 is an involution on E,�, � are mappings from E to V . The following axioms hold:� e�1 6= e for any e 2 E;� �(e�1) = � (e), � (e�1) = �(e).Elements of the sets V and E are called vertices and edges of the graph respectively.If e 2 E, then �(e) is called the initial vertex of the edge e, and � (e) is called the terminalvertex of the edge e.A path on the graph � is either a vertex, or a nonempty sequence of edges e1, e2,. . . , en such that � (ei) = �(ei+1) for each i = 1; : : : ; n � 1. Usually a path is written inthe form p = e1e2 : : : en. If a path p consists of a vertex v, then it is called an emptypath and we denote it by 1v. If p = e1e2 : : : en is a path, then the inverse path p�1 is thepath e�1n e�1n�1 : : : e�11 . An empty path coincides with its inverse. A path p is called closedwhenever �(p) = � (p).An orientation on the graph � is a subset E+ of the set E of all edges such that,for any edge e 2 E, there is exactly one of the edges e, e�1 that belongs to E+. Theedges in E+ are called positive and the edges in E� = E n E+ are called negative. Apath on an oriented graph is called positive whenever it involves positive edges only. (An10



empty path is always positive.) For any path p, there are de�ned its initial vertex �(p)and its terminal vertex � (p): if p = 1v, then �(p) = � (p) = v; if p = e1 : : : en, then�(p) = �(e1), � (p) = � (en). For any two paths p, q such that � (p) = �(q), one cannaturally de�ne a product p � q of the paths p and q: for p = e1 : : : en, q = f1 : : : fm weput p � q = e1 : : : enf1 : : : fm. If p (q) is empty, then p � q = q (p � q = p).An orineted graph is by de�nition a graph � with a �xed orientation E+. It is clearthat any graph admits an orientation.The concept of a graph of groups will play an important role. Let us have an orientedgraph �, where E+ is the set of positive edges. We say that a graph of groups structureon the graph � is given whenever to each edge e 2 E+ we assign a group Ge, to eachvertex v 2 V we assign a group Gv, and we �x embeddings �e:Ge ! G�(e), �e:Ge ! G�(e)for any e 2 E+.In the construction described below, we will have a 2-complex structure on � togetherwith the graphs of groups structure. This means that we have a set F which is disjointfrom V and E. This set is called the set of 2-cells. We also have a mapping that assignsa closed path in � to each element in F . This path is called the de�ning path of the 2-cell.Given a 2-complex, we de�ne the homotopy relation on the set of paths in a standardway. Also one can de�ne the concept of the fundamental group of K with basepoint w.We denote this group by �1(K; w).We will consider 2-complexes that have a graph of groups structure on their 1-skeletons. We shall call such structures 2-complexes of groups. The concept of a 2-complex of groups already exists and it is used widely in many papers (see [14]). Every2-complex of groups in our sense is a 2-complex of groups in the sense of [14], but not viceversa. (In general, a 2-complex of groups is a structure that has not only vertex groupsGv (v 2 V ) and edge groups Ge (e 2 E) but also cell groups of the form Gf (f 2 F ) thatare assigned to 2-cells. In our situation all the cell groups Gf are trivial.)So, let G be a 2-complex of groups. Now we de�ne the fundamental group of G. Onecan de�ne it in di�erent ways. We will de�ne it as a fundamental group of an ordinary2-complex K(G) with a basepoint. Here is the description of the complex K(G).We add new edges and new 2-cells to the 2-complex K. For any vertex v 2 V andfor any element g 2 Gv we add an edge denoted by gv that has v as both initial andterminal vertex. The new 2-cells are of two types. 2-cells of the �rst type have de�ningpaths gvhv(gh)�1v for any vertex v 2 V and for any elements g; h 2 Gv. 2-cells of thesecond type have de�ning paths e�1g�(e)eh�1�(e), where g = �e(x), h = �e(x), x 2 Ge,e 2 E+. (The 2-cells of the second type correspond to all pairs of the form (e; x), wheree 2 E+, x 2 Ge.) Recall that �e, �e are embeddings of the group Ge into the groupsG�(e), G�(e), respectively. The 2-complex obtained from K by adding new 2-cells will bedenoted by K(G). For any vertex v 2 V , the fundamental group �1(K(G); v) will be calledthe fundamental group of 2-complex of groups G with basepoint v. It will be denoted by�1(G; v).A standard way to compute the fundamental group of a 2-complex (see [33]) can bealso applied to compute the fundamental group of a 2-complex of groups. Let we havea structure of a graph of groups G on the 1-skeleton of a 2-complex K. Consider the11



connected component Kw of K that contains vertex w and let us choose some maximalsubtree Tw in this component. It will also be a maximal subtree of the connected com-ponent of the new 2-complex K(G) that contains vertex w. Let us take the set of positiveedges E+w of this connected component together with elements of the form gv, v 2 Vw,g 2 Gv, where Vw is the set of vertices of this connected component. The union of thesesets is the set of generators of the fundamental group. For de�ning relations, we take allrelations of the form e = 1, where e belongs to the tree T , and also all relations of theform r = 1, where r is the de�ning path of any 2-cell of the 2-complex K(G). The groupgiven by the described presentation is isomorphic to the fundamental group �1(G; w) ofour 2-complex of groups.Let us give one more equivalent description. It is clear that the fundamental group�1(K; w) with basepoint w of the original 2-complex K can be computed in the same way,choosing Tw as a maximal subtree of the connected component of w. Now each edge e ofthis component uniquely de�nes an element in �1(K; w), namely, the equivalence class ofthe path p�(e)ep�1�(e), where pv denotes the geodesic path from w to v in the subtree Tw.Then �1(G; w) �= �v Gv � �1(K; w)�N ; (4)where the free product of groups Gv is taken over all vertices v of the connected componentof K that contains w, and N is the normal closure of the following relations:ge�(e) = h�(e) for every e 2 E+w ; x 2 Ge; where g = �e(x); h = �e(x): (5)This description will be often used below.Let us give one of the main de�nitions.De�nition 3 Let X be an alphabet, let Hx (x 2 X) be an arbitrary family of groupsand let Q = hX j S i be a semigroup presentation, w 2 X+. Consider the Squiercomplex K = K(Q) and introduce the structure of graph of groups on its 1-skeleton inthe following way. Let E+ be the set of all positive edges of K, that is the set of triplesof the form e = (u; s! t; v), where u; v 2 X�, (s = t) 2 S. For any word z = x1x2 : : : xn,where x1; x2; : : : ; xn 2 X, let Hu = Hx1 �Hx2 � � � �Hxn;if u is empty, then Hu = 1. For any vertex u 2 K let Gu = Hu; for any edge e =(u; s ! t; v) 2 E+, where u; v 2 X�, (s = t) 2 S, let Ge = Hu � Hv. We have thenatural embeddings �e:Ge ! G�(e) as the embedding Hu �Hv ! Husv = Hu �Hs �Htand �e:Ge ! G�(e) as an embedding Hu �Hv ! Hutv = Hu �Ht �Ht. This gives us a2-complex of groups, which will be denoted by KH. The fundamental group �1(KH; w)of this 2-complex of groups with basepoint w is called the diagram product of the familyHX = fHx (x 2 X) g of groups over the presentation Q = hX j S i with base w. It willbe denoted by D(HX ;S; w). 12



It is easy to see that the diagram product D(HX ;S; w) coincides with the diagramgroup D(Q; w) in the case when the groups Hx are trivial for all x 2 X.The main result about this construction is that the diagram product of any family ofdiagram groups over a semigroup presentation is again a diagram group. Let us formulatethis result in its general form giving the description of the presentation, for which thecorresponding diagram group is the diagram product.Theorem 4 Let Q = hX j S i be a semigroup presentation, w 2 X+. To each x 2 Xwe assign a diagram group Gx = D(Px; wx), where Px = h�x j Rx i are semigrouppresentations, wx 2 �+x (x 2 X). Let A = f ax j x 2 X g be some alphabet. Assume thatthe alphabets X, A, �x (x 2 X) are disjoint. Let� = [x2X �x; R = [x2XRx; W = [x2Xfx = axwxax g:Consider the presentation P = hX [ � [ A j S [ R [W i:We claim that the diagram group D(P; w) is isomorphic to the diagram productD(GX ;S; w) of the family GX = fGx (x 2 X) g of groups over the presentation Q =hX j S i with base w.In particular, the diagram product of any family of groups over a semigroup presen-tation is a diagram group.Let us consider a geometric description of this construction. In the above notation,each group Gx is isomorphic to the diagram group over the presentation P̂x that isobtained from Px by adding letters x, ax to the alphabet �x and adding new relationx = axwxax to the set Rx. We have Gx �= D(P̂x; x). Let us take any (w;w)-diagram overQ and consider some of its edges. Let x 2 X be its label. We can cut the diagram alongthis edge and insert any (x; x)-diagram over P̂x in the resulting hole. We can do thiswith all edges of the diagram. (If we insert trivial (x; x)-diagram, then nothing changes.)After these transformations, we obtain some (w;w)-diagram over P. One can show thatdiagrams obtained in this way form the whole group D(P; w). From this point of view,diagrams that represent elements in D(P; w) are obtained from (w;w)-diagrams over Qby insertions of (x; x)-diagrams, which represent elements in Gx.Proof. Let us construct the Squier complex for the presentation P. By Kilibarda'sTheorem, the fundamental group of this complex with basepoint w is isomorphic to thediagram group D(P; w). Our goal is to transform the Squier complex into some new2-complex with the same fundamental group. We will need to check that it will beisomorphic to the fundamental group of a certain 2-complex of groups, that is, to thediagram products of our groups.Let Kw(P) be the connected component of the Squier complex over P, which containsthe vertexw. A vertex v in the same component is an arbitrary word that equals wmodulo13



P. This word can be uniquely decomposed into the product v = v1 : : : v� (� = �(v)) ofsubwords v1, . . . , v� in such a way that each of them will be either a letter in X, or aword of the form axuax, where u is a word over �x that equals wx modulo Px. The wordsv1, . . . , v� will be called the factors of the word v. To each factor vi (1 � i � �), weassign a letter in the alphabet X. This letter will be denoted by �(vi). If vi 2 X, thenwe put �(vi) = vi and if vi has a form axuax, where u equals wx modulo Px, then we put�(vi) = x. Let us extend the function �, putting by de�nition �(v) = �(v1) : : : �(v�) forany word v that equals w modulo P. The function � will be called the projection.There is a natural two-sided action of the free monoid M = (X [ � [ A)� on theSquier complex. It can be de�ned by the following rule: for any m1;m2 2 M and for anyvertex v of the Squier complex, let m1 � v �m2 be the vertex m1vm2 and let m1 � e �m2be the edge (m1u; p ! q; vm2), for any edge e = (u; p ! q; v). The images of a givensubgraph of K(P) under this action will be called the shifts of this subgraph.Let R̂x = Rx [fx = axwxaxg. We introduce a presentation P̂x = h�x; x; ax j R̂x i forall x 2 X. It is clear that D(P̂x; x) �= Gx. Let v be a vertex of the complex Kw(P) andlet v = v1 : : : v� be the decomposition of the word v into factors. It is obvious that forany 1 � i � �, the letter �(vi) = x is equal to the word vi modulo P̂x. Also it is clearthat v equals �(v) modulo P. Note that Squier complexes for presentations P̂x and theirshifts can be regarded as subcomplexes of the Squier complex of P.For each x 2 X we choose a maximal subtree Tx in the connected component K(P̂x; x)of the Squier complex of the presentation P̂x that contains the vertex x. Let us also choosea maximal subtree TQ in the connected component K(Q; w) of the Squier complex of thepresentationQ that contains vertexw. Let v be an arbitrary vertex of the complexKw(P)and let v = v1 : : : v� be the decomposition of v into factors. Let xi = �(vi) (1 � i � �).Consider the following subgraphs of Kw(P):1 � Tx1 � x2 : : : x�; v1 � Tx2 � x3 : : : x�; : : : ; v1 : : : v��1 � Tx� � 1: (6)Now consider the subgraph T of Kw(P) that is a union of subgraphs (6) for all verticesv that are equal to w modulo P, together with the subgraph TQ. Let us prove that T isa maximal subtree of Kw(P).First of all we will establish that T is a connected subgraph that contains all verticesof Kw(P), that is, for any vertex v of our component, we will �nd a path in T from w tov. Let v = v1 : : : v� be the decomposition of v into a product of factors. By p we denotethe geodesic path in TQ from w to �(v) = x1 : : : x�, where xi = �(vi) for all i from 1 to �.For each i, let pi be the geodesic path from xi to vi in the graph Txi . For each i from 1to � we consider the path ~pi = v1 : : : vi�1 � pi � xi+1 : : : x�. Obviously, it connects verticesv1 : : : vi�1xi : : : x� and v1 : : : vixi+1 : : : x� in the graph T . The product p~p1 : : : ~p� is a pathin T from w to v1 : : : v� = v.Now let us prove that T has no nontrivial cycles. We argue by contradiction. Supposethat a nontrivial cycle exists. If it does not consist of edges that belong to subgraphs ofthe form (6), then it has an edge from TQ. Since TQ has no nontrivial cycles, our cyclemust contain edges from subgraphs of the form (6). Hence our cycle has a nontrivial cyclicsubpath � that is a loop at some vertex in Kw(Q) and all its edges are from subgraphs14



of the form (6). Let us make a simple but important observation: the endpoints of eachedge that belong to any shift of the subcomplex K(P̂x) (x 2 X), have equal projection.Indeed, applying relations of the form x = axwxax does not change the projection, andapplying relations from Rx occurs within a factor of the form axuax, where u is a wordover �x. This also does not change the projection, (in the last case one can see the role ofthe auxiliary alphabet A). Thus projections of all vertices of the cyclic path � coincide,that is, � is a nontrivial cycle in T that consists of edges from subgraphs of the form (6).So in any case there is a nontrivial cycle � with the above property. Without loss ofgenerality, one can assume that � does not contain occurrences of adjacent edges that aremutually inverse.Let v = v1 : : : v� be the decomposition of v into factors, where � is the loop at v. Eachedge of the path � touches exactly one of the factors, as we could see above. Let j be thegreatest number such that an edge of � touches jth factor. Let xi = �(vi) (1 � i � �).It follows from the structure of subgraphs (6) that vi = xi 2 X for all j < i � �. Sincethe jth factor occurs in the process of application of relations from R̂j to it, the path �or one of its cyclic shifts has a maximal subpath �0 that consists of edges that touch thejth factor only. Let v0 and v00 be the initial and the terminal points of �0 respectively. Weclaim that v0 = v00. Suppose this is not true. It is clear that v0 and v00 di�er by the jthfactor only and so one can say that the jth factor is not equal to xj either in v0 or in v00.Assume that the jth factor of v00 is not equal xj. By our assumption, �0 has fewer edgesthan � (otherwise v0 = v00 automatically). So there is an edge e such that �0e is a subpathof some cyclic shift of the path �. Since �0 was chosen maximal, the edge e does not touchthe jth factor. It also cannot touch a factor with a number greater than j because j ismaximal with this property. But it also cannot touch a factor with a number less than jbecause it belongs to a subgraph of the form (6), and the jth factor of the initial pointof e does not belong to X, a contradiction. So �0 is a nontrivial cycle that belongs toa shift of the tree Txj . However, this is impossible since a shift of a tree is a tree itself.This contradiction shows that T has no nontrivial cycles. Applying what we have saidabove, we conclude that T is a maximal subtree in Kw(P).Now we need to calculate the fundamental group G = �1(Kw(P)) by using the max-imal subtree T . All edges of the complex Kw(P) are regarded as elements of the groupG, and the edges from T equal the identity in G. Paths in this complex, regarded asproducts of edges, are just elements of the group G. To understand how the other rela-tions in G look like, we need to describe the 2-cells in Kw(P). First of all let us mentionsome important property. Recall that M is the free monoid over the alphabet of thepresentation P, and M acts both from the left and from the right on the complex K(P).Let s, t, u, v be elements in M , each decomposed into the product of factors, and let sequals t modulo P, usv equals w modulo P. Let us take an arbitrary path p in K(P)that connects vertices s and t. It is clear that the paths u�p�v and �(u)�p��(v) belongto Kw(P). We claim that the following equality holdsu � p � v = �(u) � p � �(v) (7)in the group G. This is what we are going to prove. To prove that, one can consider the15



contours of the corresponding 2-cells as words in the generators of the group G whichare equal to the identity in G. However, we think that one can check equality (7) easier,using the Kilibarda Theorem. Namely, to prove the equality (7), it su�ces to use the factthat G is isomorphic to the diagram group over P with base �(usv). So let us �nd thediagrams over P that represent the elements in G from both sides of equality (7), andthen let us check that the diagrams are equal.Let x = x1 : : : xm be any word in M decomposed into the product of its factors. Forany i from 1 to m let qi be the geodesic path from �(xi) to xi in the tree T�(xi). Thenpx = (1 � q1 � �(x2 : : : xm))(x1 � q2 � �(x3 : : : xm)) : : : (x1 : : : xm�1 � qm � 1)is a path from �(x) to x. Let �x be the diagram represented by it. Let us consider suchpaths and diagrams for all x 2 fs; t; u; vg. Also let q be the geodesic path from �(usv)to �(utv) in the tree TQ, and let �, 	 be the diagrams represented by p, q, respectively.To �nd the spherical diagram with base �(usv) represented by the path u � p � v (viathe isomorphism of the diagram group and the group G), one needs to concatenate threediagrams: the �1 that corresponds to the path in the tree T from �(usv) to usv, thediagram �2 = "(u) +�+ "(v) (that corresponds to the path u � p � v), and the diagram�3 that corresponds to the path in the tree T from utv to �(usv). So consider the path(1 � pu � �(sv))(u � ps�(v))(us � pv � 1). It follows from the description of subgraphs (6)that this path is contained in T . It corresponds to the diagram�1 = (�u + "(�(sv)))("(u) + �s + "(�(v)))("(us) + �v):Further, the path (ut�p�1v �1)(u�p�1t ��(v))(1�p�1u ��(tv)) is contained in T . Multiplyingit by the path q�1 on the right, we obtain the path in T from utv to �(usv). This pathis represented by the diagram�3 = ("(ut) + ��1v )("(u) + ��1t + "(�(v)))(��1u + "(�(tv)))	�1:Let us now multiply the diagrams �1, �2 and �3. It is easy to see that the subdiagram�u cancels with ��1u in this product, and �v cancels with ��1v (see the picture below).u u u u�(s)�(u) �(v)�(u) �(v)u v�(t) st �s���1t�u��1u �v��1v	�1�(usv) 16



After cancelling �u and ��1u , �v and ��1v , we obtain a diagram that is a product("(�(u)) + �s + "(�(v)))("(�(u))+ � + "(�(v)))("(�(u))+ ��1t + "(�(v)))	�1: (8)Repeating the arguments of the above paragraph for the path �(u) � p � �(v), it is easyto see that this path is represented by the diagram (8) in the diagram group over P withthe base �(usv). This proves the equality (7).Let us consider an arbitrary edge (u; s! t; v) of the complexKw(P). Let (s = t) 2 S.The words u, v can be decomposed into products of factors, and the equality (u; s !t; v) = (�(u); s! t; �(v)) holds in G. The right-hand side of this equality can be regardedas an element of the group �1(Kw(Q)), where TQ is the maximal subtree in Kw(Q). Nowlet (s = t) =2 S. In this case there exists an element x 2 X and words u1, v1, u2, v2 suchthat u = u1u2, v = v2v1, where u1 (v1) is the maximal pre�x (su�x) of the word u (resp.v) that can be decomposed into a product of factors. Here u2sv2 equals x modulo P.Then by (7) we have the equality e = (u1u2; s! t; v2v1) = �(u1) � (u2; s! t; v2) � �(v1).For any x 2 X, let us consider the fundamental group �1(K(P̂x); x) �= Gx that canbe calculated using the maximal subtree Tx in the connected component of the Squiercomplex over Px that contains x. The edges of this component will be thus the elementsof a group isomorphic to Gx so the edge e will belong to an isomorphic copy of thisgroup that is generated by edges obtained as a result of shifts. Namely, let U; V 2 X�,x 2 X. We consider the group denoted by U � Gx � V . It is generated by edges of theform U � f � V , where f runs over edges that generate the group �1(K(P̂x); x) �= Gx.In this sense, the edge e belongs to the group �(u1) � Gx � �(v1). The argument of thisparagraph can be summarized as follows: the group G is generated by the subgroup�1(K(Q); w) �= D(Q; w) and groups of the form u �Gx � v, where u; v 2 X�, x 2 X, anduxv equals w modulo P.Now it remains to analyze all 2-cells of Kw and to �nd out what will be the relationsbetween the generators of G described above. According to the description of 2-cells ina Squier complex given in Section 1, let a 2-cell be given by a 5-tuple (u; `1 ! r1; z; `2 !r2; v), where (`1; r1), (`2; r2) belong to R [ S [ W. Note that the word u`1z`2v equalsw modulo P. Let us consider several cases depending on the de�ning relations involved.The relation between edges that is obtained from the given 2-cell, has the form(u; `1 ! r1; z`2v)(ur1z; `2 ! r2; v) = (u`1z; `2 ! r2; v)(u; `1 ! r1; zr2v): (9)a) Let (`1; r1), (`2; r2) both belong to S. Then each of the words u, v, z can bedecomposed into the product of factors. Using equality (7), one can replace in (9) thewords u, v, z by their projections (we use the fact that each of the words `j , rj (j = 1; 2)coincides with its projection). Thus one can assume that the words u, v, z in (9) belongto X�. Then (9) is a de�ning relation of the group �1(K(Q); w) �= D(Q; w) (calculatedby using the maximal subtree TQ).b) Suppose that none of the relations (`1; r1), (`2; r2) belongs to S. Suppose also thatthese relations are applied to di�erent factors of the word u`1z`2v. This means that thereexist letters x; y 2 X and decompositions of the form u = u1u2, z = z0z0z00, v = v2v1,17



where u1 is the maximal pre�x of u that is a product of factors, v1 is the maximal su�x ofv that is a product of factors, and z0 is a maximal subword of the word z that is a productof factors. (It is not hard to see that this word can be found uniquely.) Here x equalsu2`1z0 and y equals z00`2v2 (equalities are considered modulo P̂x and P̂y, respectively).Let us substitute the decompositions of the words u, v, z in the equality (9) using the factthat �(u2`1z0) = �(u2r1z0) = x, �(z00`2v2) = �(z00r2v2) = y. We obtain that the elements�(u1)� (u2; `1 ! r1; z0)��(z0)y�(v1) �(u1)x�(z0)� (z00; `2 ! r2; v2)��(v1) commute. The�rst of them belongs to the group �(u1) � Gx � �(z0)y�(v1), and the second one belongsto the group �(u1)x�(z0) � Gy � �(v1). Let U , V , Z be arbitrary words over X and letx; y 2 X be arbitrary letters such that the word UxZyV equals w modulo P. We canconclude that any element in U �Gx �ZyV commutes with any element in UxZ �Gy � Vsince for any edges e and f that belong to the generating sets of the groups Gx and Gyrespectively, one can �nd a suitable 2-cell of the form described above in such a way thatthe de�ning relations obtained from it will be the relation of commutativity of U �e�ZyVand UxZ � f � V . Thus we get relations of the form [U � Gx � ZyV;UxZ �Gy � V ] = 1,where UxZyV equals w modulo P, U; V; Z 2 X�, x; y 2 X.c) Again, let none of the relations (`1; r1), (`2; r2) belong to S but assume now thatthe relations (`1 = r1) and (`2 = r2) are applied to the same factor of the word u`1z`2v.This means that there exists a letter x 2 X and decompositions u = u1u2, v = v2v1,where u1 is the maximal pre�x of the word u that is a product of factors, v1 is themaximal su�x of the word v that is a product of factors. Now x equals u2`1z`2v2 moduloP̂x. Consider a 2-cell of the Squier complex over P̂x that corresponds to the 5-tuple(u2; `1 ! r1; z; `2 ! r2; v2). All cells of this form lead to the de�ning relations of a groupisomorphic to Gx. Acting on this 2-cell by the element �(u1) on the left and by theelement �(v1) on the right, we get a 2-cell of the complex Kw(P). The relation writtenon its contour is equivalent to (9) if one takes the equality (7) into account. Thus we getthe de�ning relations of all groups of the form U �Gx � V , where UxV equals w moduloP, U; V 2 X�, x 2 X.d) Suppose that one of the relations (`1; r1), (`2; r2) belongs to S and the other onedoes not. First of all, let (`1; r1) 2 S. Then we have decompositions of the form z = z0z00,v = v2v1, where z0, v1 are products of factors that are chosen to be minimal with respectto this property, as above. Now z00`2v2 equals x modulo P̂x for some letter x 2 X.Let f = (z00; `2 ! r2; v2). Substituting the decompositions of words v, z in (9), takinginto account that �(z00`2v2) = �(z00r2v2) = x and applying (7), we obtain the followingequality: (�(u); `1 ! r1; �(z0)x�(v1)) � (�(u)r1�(z0) � f � �(v1)) =(�(u)`1�(z0) � f � �(v1)) � (�(u); `1 ! r1; �(z0)x�(v1)) :Thus for each x 2 X and for any words U , Z, V over X such that (`1; r1) 2 S andU`1ZxV equals w modulo P, we obtain the relationsUr1Z � f � V = (U`1Z � f � V )e; (10)where e = (U; `1 ! r1; ZxV ), and f runs over the generating set of the group �1(P̂x; x) �=Gx. 18



Analogously, if (`2; r2) 2 S, then we get the relationsU � f � Zr2V = (U � f � Z`2V )e; (11)where U , Z, V are words over X, x 2 X, e = (UxZ; `2 ! r2; V ), and f runs over thegenerating set of the group �1(P̂x; x) �= Gx.To compute the diagram product, let us de�ne a structure of a graph of groups on the1-skeleton of the Squier complex K(Q). Our diagram product is the fundamental groupof the corresponding 2-complex of groups. We will apply the above described procedureof computing a fundamental group of a 2-complex of groups and we will then compareit with the presentation of G. Let U , V be words over X, x 2 X. By H(U � x � V ) wedenote the group U �Gx � V isomorphic to Gx. Then, for any word u = u1 : : : um, whereui 2 X (1 � i � m), we denote by Hu the free product of the groups of the formH(u1 : : : ui�1 � ui � ui+1 : : : um)over all i from 1 to m. These groups are assigned to vertices of K(P). Now let us take anedge e = (u; s! t; v), where u; v 2 X�, (s = t) 2 S. The group He = Hu�Hv is assignedto it. The maps �e, �e naturally embedHe = Hu�Hv into the groups Husv �= Hu�Hs�Hvand Hutv �= Hu �Ht �Hv, respectively (here Hu maps onto Hu, nd Hv maps onto Hv).It is clear that, instead of presenting edge groups of the form Ge, one can present anisomorphism of some subgroup of H�(e) to some subgroup of H�(e), for each egde e. In ourcase this isomorphism is very simple: it maps the subgroup Hu � f 1 g �Hv Husv ontoHu � f 1 g �Hv Hutv. In this case we will speak about the isomorphism induced by anedge e.The groups of the form H(U � x � V ) will be presented as groups generated by edgesof the form U � f � V , where f runs over the set of edges of the connected componentof the Squier complex K(P̂x) that contain vertex x. Here edges satisfy the relationsU � f � V = 1 whenever f belongs to the tree Tx, and also relations U � r � V = 1, wherer is the de�ning path of a 2-cell of this complex. These relations of the group G wereobtained in subsection c). For the direct products of the groups of the formH(U �x�V ), weintroduce relations of commutativity: each element in the group H(U �x�ZyV ) commuteswith each element in the group H(UxZ � y � V ). For the group G, such relations wereobtained in subsection b).Let us have an edge e = (u; s! t; v) that belongs to the complex Kw. Let x; y 2 X,u = u1xu2, v = v1yv2. The isomorphism induced by the edge e, takes H(usv1 � y � v2) toH(utv1 � y � v2), and it takes H(u1 � x � u2yv) to H(u1 � x � u2yv). So, according to (5, theconjugation by the edge e leads to the following relations(usv1 � f � v2)e = (utv1 � f � v2); (12)(u1 � f � u2sv)e = (u1 � f � u2tv); (13)where f runs over the set of edges that generate the corresponding group in each ofthe cases. These relations coincide with relations (10) and (11) of the group G from19



subsection d). Finally, we represent the group �1(K(Q); w) as a group generated by edgesof Kw(Q), claiming that the edges in TQ are equal to the identity and adding relations thatcorrespond to the de�ning paths of 2-cells of this complex. Such relations of the group Gare described in subsection a). Thus the quotient group of the free product of the group�1(K(Q); w) and groups of the form Hu for all vertices u of Kw(Q), by the normal closureof relations (12) and (13), is given by the same generators and de�ning relations as G.This means that the diagram product D(GX ;S; w) of the family GX = fGx (x 2 X) gof groups over the presentation Q = hX j S i with base w is isomorphic to the groupG = �1(K(P; w), that is, to the diagram group D(P; w).The Theorem is proved.Now let us consider a few applications of Theorem 4. The �rst three of them deal withalready known constructions. We give them to demonstrate that all group-theoreticalconstructions for diagram groups we dealt with earlier (see [12, Section 8]) are examplesof diagram products. Then we show that the class of diagram groups is closed under somenew operations: countable direct powers, restricted wreath products with the group Z,and also under some new special construction that will be used in Section 5.Example 5 Let X = fx1; : : : ; xn g be a �nite alphabet. Consider the presentationQ = hX j ; i with empty set of de�ning relations and let w = x1 : : : xn. To each letter xi,we assign an arbitrary group Gi (1 � i � n). It is obvious that the connected componentof the Squier complex of Q, which contains w, consists of exactly one vertex w. In thecorresponding graph of groups, we have the group Gw = G1 � � � � � Gn. Obviously, itis the fundamental group of the 2-complex of groups from the de�nition of a diagramproduct. Thus the diagram product D(GX ;S; w) of the family GX = fGi (1 � i � n) gof groups over the presentation Q with base w is the direct product G1 � � � � �Gn.Example 6 Let I be a nonempty set and let Gi (i 2 I) be an arbitrary family ofgroups. Let us consider an alphabet X = fx g [ fxi (i 2 I) g and let Q = hX j S i,where S consists of relations of the form x = xi for all i 2 I. Let GX be a family of groupsthat assigns the trivial group to the letter x and the group Gi to the letter xi (i 2 I).The connected component of the Squier complex K(Q) containing x is a tree in whichthe vertex x is connected by edges with all vertices labelled by xi (i 2 I). Let us considerthe structure of a graph of groups on the 1-skeleton of the connected component of thisSquier complex according to the de�nition 3. It is easy to see that all edge groups aretrivial. From this, using description (4), it is easy to see that the fundamental group ofthe resulting 2-complex of groups is the free product of groups Gi (i 2 I). So the diagramproduct D(GX ;S; x) of the family GX = fGi (i 2 I) g of groups over the presentation Qwith base x is the free product �Gi, i 2 I.Example 7 Let G, H be any groups. Let us consider the presentation Q = hX j S i,where X = fx; y; z g, S = fx = xy; z = yz g. Let Gx = G, Gy = 1, Gz = H and considerthe diagram product D(GX ;S; xz) of the family GX = fGx; Gy; Gz g of groups over thepresentation Q with base xz. We obtain that it is isomorphic to the group G�H, where �20



is the operation de�ned in [12]. One can check this directly by comparing the Theorem 4and the de�nition of the operation � in [12]. Indeed, the group G�H can be described inthe following way. Consider countable number of copies Gi of the group G and countablenumber of copies Hi of the group H (i 2 Z). An in�nite cyclic group h z i acts on thegroup (�Gi)� (�Hi) (14)(free products are taken over all i 2 Z) permuting the factors: it takes Gi to Gi+1 andHi to Hi+1 for all integers i. The group G�H is the semidirect product of the group (14)and the group h z i.Example 8 Let G be an arbitrary group. Let us consider the presentation Q = hX jS i, where X = fx; y g, S = fx = xy g. Let Gx = 1, Gy = G. Consider the diagramproduct D(GX ;S; x) of the family GX = fGx; Gy g of groups over the presentation Qwith base x. Let us show that it is isomorphic to the countable direct power of the groupG. The connected component Kx of the Squier complex over Q containing x has thefollowing form: u u u u- - -x xy xy2 xy3e0 e1 e2Here vertices are all words of the form xyi (i � 0), positive edges have the formei = (1; x ! xy; yi) (i � 0), and the maximal subtree T includes all these edges. Thiscomplex has no 2-cells. Thus it is obvious that its fundamental group is trivial. Usingour convention that (given a maximal subtree) all edges are regarded as elements of thefundamental groups, we have equalities ei = 1 for all i � 0.Let us consider the structure of the graph of groups on the 1-skeleton of the complexKx according to the de�nition of a diagram product. We will obtain that the group Hv =Gn1 � � � � �Gnn, where Gni (1 � i � n) are groups isomorphic to G, corresponds to thevertex v = xyn (n � 0). Let us consider a positive edge e = en = (1; x! xy; yn) (n � 0).The group Ge is isomorphic to Gn, the nth direct power of G. The embedding �e maps Gnisomorphically onto Gn1�� � ��Gnn, and the mapping �e maps Gn isomorphically onto thelast n factors of the direct product Gn+1;1�Gn+1;2 � � � �Gn+1;n+1. The relations from thedescription (5), together with the equality e = 1, allow to identify corresponding elementsof Gn1 and Gn+1;2, . . . , Gnn and Gn+1;n+1. Thus we can introduce the following notation:G0 = G11 = G22 = � � � , G1 = G21 = G32 = � � � , . . . , Gn = Gn+1;1 = Gn+2;2 = � � � , . . . .Each of these groups is isomorphic to G. They generate a countable direct power of G.So our diagram product is the countable direct power of G.Theorem 4 implies the following result.Theorem 9 The class of diagram groups is closed under countable direct powers.21



Example 10 Let G be arbitrary group. Consider the presentation Q = hX j S i,where X = fx; y; z g, S = fx = xy; z = yz g. Let Gx = 1, Gy = G, Gz = 1 and considerthe diagram product D(GX ;S; xz) of the family GX = fGx; Gy; Gz g of groups over thepresentation Q with the base xz. Let us show that it is isomorphic to the (restricted)wreath product G wr Z.The connected component Kxz of the Squier complex over Q that contains xz has thefollowing form: u u u u��HHxz xyz xy2z xy3ze0 e1 e2f0 f1 f2Here vertices are all words of the form xyiz (i � 0), positive edges have the formei = (1; x ! xy; yiz), fi = (xyi; z ! yz; 1) (i � 0), and the maximal subtree T consistsof the edges ei, i � 0. All 2-cells can be described as follows. Let i � 0. Consider thevertex xyiz. The edges ei, fi going out of it correspond to independent transformationsof words. So the given pair of edges de�nes two homotopic paths eifi+1 and fiei+1 thatde�ne a 2-cell.According to the convention that edges are regarded as elements of the fundamentalgroup �1(K; xz), we have ei = 1 (i � 0) in the group. The equalities eifi+1 = fiei+1 thathold in this group imply fi = fi+1 for all i � 0. Let f = f0 = f1 = f2 = � � � .According to the de�nition of a diagram product, let us consider the structure of thegraph of groups on the 1-skeleton of Kxz. The group Hv = Gn1 � � � � � Gnn is assignedto the vertex v = xynz (n � 0), where Gni (1 � i � n) is a group isomorphic to G. Letus consider relations (5) that correspond to positive edges. Let e = en = (1; x! xy; yn)(n � 0). As in the previous example, using the equality e = 1, we identify correspondingelements of the groups Gni and Gn+1;i+1 (1 � i � n) and introduce the notation G0 =G11 = G22 = � � � , G1 = G21 = G32 = � � � , . . . , Gn = Gn+1;1 = Gn+2;2 = � � � , . . . .As above, these groups generate a countable direct power of the group G. Now lete = fn = (xyn; z! yz; 1) (n � 0). Consider relations of the form (5) that correspond tothese edges. The group Ge is still the nth power of G. The embedding �e maps Gn ontoGn1 � � � � �Gnn isomorphically, and the embedding �e maps Gn isomorphically onto the�rst n factors of the direct product Gn+1;1 �Gn+1;2 � � � �Gn+1;n+1. So the relations thatcorrespond to the edge f show that conjugation by f takes Gni to Gn+1;i (1 � i � n).Using our notation, we obtain that the conjugation by f takes the group Gk to the groupGk+1 for all k � 0. Thus the diagram product we are considering is generated by groupsG0, G1, . . . and the element f . From this, one can deduce that we have the restrictedwreath product G wr Z.Applying Theorem 4, we get one more result.Theorem 11 The class of diagram groups is closed under restricted wreath productswith the in�nite cyclic group Z, that is, if G is a diagram group, then G wr Z is also adiagram group. 22



Note that if we take R.Thompson's group F represented by diagrams over hu j uu =u i with base u and consider the presentation hx; u; z j xu = x; uz = z; uu = u i, thenthe diagram group over it with base xz will be isomorphic not to F wr Z but to F . Thiscan be checked directly. To get the group F wr Z, one needs to represent the group F bydiagrams according to the statement of Theorem 4. Namely, one has to take the diagramgroup with base y over the presentation hu; a; y j y = aua; uu = u i. Then the diagramgroup with base xz over P = hx; y; z; a; u j xy = x; yz = z; y = aua; uu = u i will beisomorphic to F wr Z. The reader can easily list the presentations that lead to diagramgroups of the form (� � � ((Z wr Z) wr Z) � � �) wr Z.Let us make one more remark. In [12] we constructed an example of a diagram groupthat was �nitely generated but not �nitely presented (Theorem 10.5). We took the groupZ � Z for this purpose. It has a presentation with three generatorsZ � Z = h a; b; t j [atn; b] = 1 (n � 0) i:Now we can also take the group Z wr Z as an example of a �nitely generated but not�nitely presented group (the fact that Z wr Z has no �nite presentations can be easilyproved using either HNN-extensions or representation of groups by transformations). Wehave the following presentation with two generators for this group:Z wr Z = h a; b j [abn; a] = 1 (n � 1) i:In the next example we deal with a more complicated construction. At �rst sight onecan think it is quite arti�cial. However, we will e�ciently use it later, in Section 5. Letus consider the following group-theoretical construction. Take two groups, G and H. Weassign to them a new group denoted by O(G;H). Let us consider a countable family ofcopies Gi of the group G, and a coutable family of copies Hi of H (i 2 Z). For any i 2 Z,let gi (hi) be the element that corresponds to g 2 G (h 2 H). By G1 (H1) we denote acoutable direct power of the groups Gi (Hi) taken over all i 2 Z. LetO(G;H) = G1 �H1 � h c i/N ; (15)where N is the normal closure of the set of relations of the two forms:gti = gi+1; hti = hi+1 for all i 2 Z; g 2 G; h 2 H; (16)[gi; hj] = 1 for all i; j 2 Z; g 2 G; h 2 H such that i � j: (17)Example 12 Let G, H be arbitrary groups. Let us consider the presentation Q =hX j S i, where X = fx; y; �y; z; p; q; r g, S = fx = xyp; z = r�yz; pyq = q�yr g. Let Gy =G, G�y = H, Gx = Gz = Gp = Gq = Gr = 1. Consider the diagram product D(GX ;S; w)of the family GX = fGx; Gy; G�y; Gz; Gp; Gq; Gr g of groups over the presentation Q withbase w = xyq�yz. Let us show that it is isomorphic to O(G;H).The connected component Kw of the Squier complex over Q that contains w, has thefollowing form: 23



u u uu u uu u u- -66 66 66- -- -@@@@@@I @@@@@@I@@@@@@I @@@@@@I@@ @@@@@@w00 w10 w20w01w02 w11 w21w12 w22e00 e10g00g01 g10g11f00f01 f20f21e02 e12f10f20e01 e11Here the vertices are words wij = x(yp)iyq�y(r�y)jz (i; j � 0). The positive edgeshave the form eij = (1; x ! xyp; (yp)iyq�y(r�y)jz), fij = (x(yp)iyq�y(r�y)j; z ! r�yz; 1) andgij = (x(yp)iy; pyq ! q�yr; �y(r�y)jz) (i; j � 0). We choose the maximal subtree T formedby the edges eij for all i; j � 0 and also by the edges f0j for j � 0. Thus our conventionthat the choice of T makes the edges to be elements of the fundamental group �1(K; w),leads to the equalities eij = 1 (i; j � 0), f0j = 1 (j � 0) in the fundamental group of thecomplex.Let us describe all 2-cells of the complexKw. Recall that there are de�ning relations ofthree types in Q: x = xyp, pyq = q�yr, z = r�yz. If we have two independent applicationsof elementary transformations to words of the form wij, then it is easy to see that theybelong to di�erent types because each of the letters x, q, z occurs into the word wij onlyonce. Therefore, we have exactly three situations.1) The relations applied in the independent transformations are x = xyp and z = r�yz(see the picture below).u u u ux zxyp r�yz(yp)iyq�y(r�y)jThis diagram corresponds to the two paths in the Squier complex: eijfi+1;j andfijei;j+1. This leads to relations eijfi+1;j = fijei;j+1. Simplifying, we have fi+1;j = fijfor all i; j � 0. It is obvious that fij does not depend on i. So f0j = 1 gives fij = 1 forall i; j � 0.2) The relations are x = xyp and pyq = q�yr (see the picture below).u u u u uxxyp pyqq�yr(yp)iy �y(r�y)jz24



In this case, we have the equality ei+1;jgi+1;j = gi;jei;j+1, that is, gi+1;j = gij for alli; j � 0. This means that gij does not depend on i.3) The relations are pyq = q�yr and z = r�yz (see the picture below).u u u u uzr�yzpyqq�yrx(yp)iy �y(r�y)jHere we have the equality gi;jfi;j+1 = fi+1;jgi;j+1. Hence gij = gi;j+1 for all i; j � 0.Therefore, gij depends on neither i nor j. For convenience, let c = gij for all i; j � 0.Let us take an arbitrary vertex v = wij = x(yp)iyq�y(r�y)jz for some i; j � 0. In thegraph of groups that corresponds to the diagram product, the product of (i+1)th powerof G and the (j + 1)th power of H will correspond to the vertex Gwij (the number offactors is just the number of occurrences of y and �y in v, respectively). Thus we canpresent the group Gwij in the formKij = Liji � � � �Lij0 �Hij0 � � � �Hijj ;where the factors of the form Lijk are isomorphic to G, and the factors of the form Hijkare isomorphic to H. Relations (5) that correspond to a positive edge e = (u; s ! t; v)will be studied with respect to the type of the involved de�ning relation (s = t) 2 S(there are three types of them).1) s = x, t = xyp. We have e = (1; x ! xyp; v), where v = (yp)iyq�y(r�y)jz for somei; j � 0. The group Ge is isomorphic to Gi+1 � Hj+1. It maps isomorphically onto Kijunder �e. Note that Ki+1;j is the direct product of Li+1;j;i+1 and the isomorphic imageof Kij under �e. Using the fact that e = eij = 1 we see that relation (5) identi�es somesubgroups. Let us write down these identi�cations as equalities. By these equalities wemean that the corresponding elements of equal groups are identi�ed. We have: Lijk =Li+1;j;k for 0 � k � i and Hijk = Hi+1;j;k for 0 � k � j.2) s = z, t = r�yz. Now e = (u; z ! r�yz; 1), where u = x(yp)iyq�y(r�y)j for somei; j � 0. Arguing analogously to the previous case and taking into account that e =fij = 1, we conclude that relation (5) leads to the following identi�cations of subgroups:Lijk = Li;j+1;k for 0 � k � i and Hijk = Hi;j+1;k for 0 � k � j.Summarizing what we got in the �rst two cases of relations, we see that groups Lijk,Hijk depend of k only. In other words, one can introduce groups Lk, Hk (k � 0) in sucha way that the equalities Lijk = Lk for all i � k, j � 0, and Hijk = Hk for all i � 0,j � k hold in our diagram product.3) s = pyq, t = q�yr. In this case e = (u; pyq ! q�yr; v), where u = x(yp)iy, v = �y(r�y)jfor some i; j � 0. In the fundamental group �1(K; w), the equality e = gij = c holds, asit was shown above, the group Ge is isomorphic to Gi+1 �Hj+1. We haveG�(e) = Li+1 � � � � � L0 �H0 � � � � �Hj ;25



�e maps Gi+1 onto the direct product Li+1 � � � � � L1 and it maps Hj+1 onto the directproduct H0 � � � � �Hj . Analogously,G�(e) = Li � � � � � L0 �H0 � � � � �Hj+1;�e maps Gi+1 onto the direct product Li � � � � � L0 and it maps Hj+1 onto the directproduct H1�� � ��Hj+1. Therefore, conjugating by the element c takes Li+1, . . . , L1 to Li,. . . , L0 respectively. The subgroups H0, . . . , Hj are taken to H1, . . . , Hj+1 respectively,under this conjugation. Briey, we can write Lci+1 = Li, Hcj = Hj+1 for any i; j � 0.Thus the equalities Li = Lc�i0 , Hj = Hcj0 hold for any nonnegative integers i, j. Let usextend these equalities to the case of negative i, j regarding these equalities as de�nitions.Note that elements from di�erent subgroups of the form Li (i � 0) commute. So theanalogous fact is true for all integers i. The same fact is true for subgroups Hj for allj 2 Z. Let Gi = L�i (i 2 Z) by de�nition. Obviously, Gci = Gi+1, Hci = Hi+1 for alli 2 Z. This means that relations (16) hold. We also have conditions that any elementin L0, L1, . . . commutes with any element in H0, H1, . . . . In particular, [L0;Hj�i] = 1for any j � i. Taking into account that G0 = L0 and conjugating by the element ci, weobtain [Gi;Hj] = 1 for i � j, that is, relations (17) hold. It is easy to see that theserelations are in fact equivalent to the condition that [Li;Hj ] = 1 for any i; j � 0. Indeed,the inequality �i � j and relations (16) allow us to conclude that [G�i;Hj ] = 1, whereG�i is Li.Thus we see that the diagram product we have calculated is in fact the group givenby relations (16) and (17), that is, it is isomorphic to O(G;H).Using Theorem 4, we have the following result.Theorem 13 If G, H are diagram groups, then O(G;H) is also a diagram group.The previous example shows in details how, given two diagram groups G and H, onecan construct a presentation and a base, for which O(G;H) will be a diagram group.3 Nilpotent and Abelian Subgroups of Diagram GroupsWe know from the previous section that soluble subgroups of any degree can be subgroupsof diagram groups. Contrary to that, we shall prove in this Section that any nilpotentsubgroup of a diagram group is abelian. We will also establish the fact that all abeliansubgroups of diagram groups are free abelian. This will generalize the result that anyabelian diagram group is free abelian. Finally, we shall describe �nite sets of pairwisecommuting diagrams, generalizing a description of pairs of commuting diagrams from [12].We will use some concepts from combinatorics on diagrams from [12, Section 15]. Forreader's convenience, let us recall some de�nitions.A spherical diagram is called absolutely reduced if any positive integer power of it isreduced (does not contain dipoles). A spherical diagram is called normal if it cannot be26



decomposed into a sum of two non-spherical diagrams. We proved [12, Theorem 15.14]that for any spherical diagram � there exists an absolutely reduced normal sphericaldiagram �̂ (that may have di�erent base, in general) and some (not necessarily spherical)diagram 	 such that � = 	�1�̂	.Theorem 14 Let H be an arbitrary subgroup of a diagram group D(P; w). Then thecentre of H and the commutator subgroup of H intersect trivially that is, Z(H)\H 0 = 1.Proof. Let G = D(P; w) be a diagram group and letH be a subgroup of G. Supposethat Z(H)\H 0 6= 1. Consider a nontrivial element g 2 Z(H)\H 0 and let � be a diagramrepresenting it. Applying [12, Lemma 15.10c], we �nd an absolutely reduced diagram �0that is conjugated to �. Let �0 = 	�1�	, where 	 is a (w;w0)-diagram. Conjugationby 	 is an isomorphism that takes the group G to the group G0 = D(P; w0). Under thisisomorphism, the subgroup H is taken to a subgroup H0, where g0 2 Z(H0) \ H 00, andthe element g0 is represented by an absolutely reduced (w0; w0)-diagram �0.Let us decompose the diagram �0 into a sum of components: �0 = A1 + � � � + Am,where Ai is a spherical (wi; wi)-diagram (1 � i � m). As in [12, Theorem 15.35], weconclude that the centralizer of g0 is the direct sum of centralizers of the elements repre-sented by diagrams A1, . . . , Am. More precisely, if � is a spherical (wi; wi)-diagram thatcommutes with �0 in the group G0, then � = B1+� � �+Bm, whereBi is a (wi; wi)-diagramthat commutes with Ai. By the assumption, any diagram representing an element in H0,commutes with �0 since g0 belongs to the centre of H0.Since �0 represents a nontrivial element, there exists an integer i between 1 and msuch that the diagram Ai is nontrivial and so it is a simple absolutely reduced diagram.Its centralizer is cyclic (see the proof of Theorem 15.35 in [12]). Let us now take twodiagrams �, � that represent elements in H0. By the arguments of the above paragraph,there are decompositions of the form � = B1+� � �+Bm, � = C1+� � �+Cm, whereBi, Ci are(wi; wi)-diagrams that commute with Ai. Cyclicity of the centralizer of Ai implies that Biand Ci commute, that is, [Bi; Ci] = "(wi). Therefore [�;�] = [B1; C1] + � � �+ [Bm; Cm] =�0+ "(wi)+�00, where �0, �00 are spherical diagrams with bases w1 : : :wi�1, wi+1 : : : wm.It is clear that the product of diagrams of the form �0 + "(wi) + �00 is again a diagramof the same form. Hence any element of the commutator subgroup of the group H0 hasthe form �0 + "(wi) + �00. This contradicts the condition �0 = A1 + � � � + Am, whereAi 6= "(wi).The Theorem is proved.Corollary 15 Any nilpotent subgroup of a diagram group is abelian.Proof. Let D(P; w) be a diagram group and letK be its nilpotent subgroup. IfK isnot abelian thenK has a (non-abelian) nilpotent subgroup H of degree 2. This means thatthe commutator subgroup ofH is contained in its centre, that is,H 0 � Z(H). Theorem 14claims that the centre of H and its commutator subgroup have trivial intersection soH 0 = 1, that is, H is abelian, a contradiction.27



Let us now describe all abelian subgroups of diagram groups. It turns out that all ofthem are free abelian. Note that if there was an abelian subgroup in a diagram groupthat was not free abelian, then we would immediately disprove the Subgroup Conjecture,because it is known from [12] that the quotient of any diagram group by its commutatorsubgroup is free abelian.Theorem 16 Any abelian subgroup of a diagram group is free abelian.Proof. Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation, let G = D(P; w) be adiagram group and let H � G be an abelian subgroup of G. If H = 1 then we havenothing to prove. Let H 6= 1. Consider an element h 2 H, h 6= 1. Using certainconjugation and replacing the subgroup by an isomorphic one, we can assume by [12,Lemma 15.14] that h is represented by an absolutely reduced normal diagram � that isdecomposed into the sum of components: � = �1 + � � � + �m, where �i is a sphericaldiagram with base ui (1 � i � m). Since H is abelian, it is contained in the centralizer ofh. Thus any element g in H decomposes into a sum of (ui; ui)-diagrams. Denote by  i(g)the ith summand of this decomposition. It is easy to see that  i is a homomorphism ofthe group H into the diagram group over P with base ui.Let 1 � k � m be a number such that �k is nontrivial. The centralizer of �k iscyclic [12, Theorem 15.35]. Consider the homomorphism k. Firstly,  k(h) = �k 6= "(ui).Secondly, the image of  k is contained in the centralizer of �k, that is, in a cyclic group.We thus proved that for any h 2 H, h 6= 1, there exists a homomorphism  :H ! Z suchthat  (h) 6= 1. This means that H is residually cyclic, that is, it embeds into a Cartesianpower of the in�nite cyclic group. An easy argument in spirit of linear algebra (using theChoice Axiom) shows that a Cartesian power Z is a free abelian group. Therefore, H isalso free abelian.In conclusion of this Section we give a simple but useful generalization of Theorem15.34 from [12]. We will need it later in Section 6.Theorem 17 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation and let G = D(P; w)for some w 2 �+. Suppose that A1, . . . , Am are spherical diagrams with base w thatpairwise commute in G. Then there exist a word v = v1 : : : vn, spherical (vj; vj)-diagrams�j (1 � j � n), integers dij (1 � i � m, 1 � j � n) and some (w; v)-diagram � suchthat ��1Ai� = �di11 + � � �+ �dinnfor all 1 � i � m. We can additionally assume that each of the diagrams �1, . . . , �n iseither trivial or simple absolutely reduced.Proof. First of all let us show that the additional assumption about �i can beproved provided the main statement of the theorem is proved. If we have already foundthe decompositions of diagrams from the main statement of the Theorem, then by Lemma15.14 from [12] we can �nd diagrams 	j such that diagarams 	j�j	�1j are normal andabsolutely reduced. Each of these diagarams decomposes into a sum of components that28



are either trivial or simple absolutely reduced. After that we apply additional conjugationby 	1 + � � � +	n replacing each of the n summands by a sum of components.The rest will be proved by induction on m. If m = 1 or m = 2 then it is proved in [12](Lemma 15.10c and Theorem 15.34). So we assume that m > 2, and the statement istrue for all values less than m. Consider the diagram Am. Applying Lemma 15.10c, we�nd a (w; u)-diagram 	 such that the diagram A0m = 	�1Am	 will be absolutely reducedand normal. It can be decomposed into the sum of components: A0m = B1 + � � � + Bk,where Bj is a (uj; uj)-diagram for some uj (1 � j � k) and u = u1 : : : uk. Each of thediagrams Bj (1 � j � k) is either trivial or simple and all of them are absolutely reducedand normal. Let A0i = 	�1Ai	 for all 1 � i � m � 1. It is clear that all diagramsA01, . . . , A0m pairwise commute. Since A01, . . . , A0m�1 also commute with A0m, each ofthem can be decomposed into a sium of (uj; uj)-diagrams (1 � j � n) by [12, Theorem15.35]. We have A0i = Ci1 + � � � + Cin, where 1 � i � m � 1, each of the diagrams Cijis a (uj; uj)-diagram and Cij commutes with Bj (1 � i � m � 1, 1 � j � n). Supposethat r (1 � r � k) is a number such that the component Br is nontrivial. Since Br is asimple absolutely reduced diagram, it has a cyclic centralizer (see the proof of Theorem15.35). In particular, there exists a spherical diagram �r with base ur such that any ofthe diagrams C1r, . . . , Cm�1;r, Br is a power of �r. Let Cir = �dirr (1 � i � m � 1),Br = �dmrr . We do that with each r (1 � r � k), for which the component Br isnontrivial.Now let 1 � r � k be such that the component Br is trivial, that is, Br = "(ur).Applying the inductive assumption to diagrams C1r, . . . , Cm�1;r, we �nd a word vr =v1r : : : vnr;r, spherical (vj; vj)-diagrams �jr (1 � j � nr), integers dijr (1 � i � m � 1,1 � j � nr) and some (ur; vr)-diagram �r such that��1r Cir�r = �di1r1r + � � �+�di;nr ;rnr ;r (18)for all 1 � i � m � 1. Now ��1r Br�r = "(vr) = "(v1r) + � � � + "(vnr ;r), and one canput dm1r = � � � = dm;nr ;r = 0. Then equality (18) will be true also for i = m, if we putCmr = Br.For numbers r such that Br is nontrivial we put vr = ur, and take the trivial diagramfor �r. In this case, we also need to put nr = 1, �1r = �r, di1r = dir. Then theequalities (18) are true for all 1 � r � k, 1 � i � m. Putting � = 	(�1 + � � �+ �k), wesee that ��1Ai� = kXr=1 nrXj=1�dijrjr ;for 1 � i � m, that is, we have got the required decomposition of diagrams into a sum.The proof is complete.In [12] we established that the conjugacy problem is decidable for any diagram groupD(P; w), where P = h� j R i is a semigroup presentation with decidable word problem.In particular, this implies the decidability of the conjugacy problem in R.Thompson'sgroup F . We can pose a more general problem | a uniform conjugacy problem forsequences. 29



Problem 1 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation with decidable word prob-lem, w 2 �+, G = D(P; w). Does there exist an algorithm that decides, given twosequences of elements x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn of the group G (elements are repre-sented by diagrams), whether there is an element z 2 G such that xzi = yi for all i from1 to n? In particular, is this problem decidable for R.Thompson's group F?Note that there is some analogy between diagram groups and matrix groups (weremarked about this in [12]). The corresponding question for matrix groups was solvedpositively in [29] and independently in [9].4 Soluble Subgroups in Diagram GroupsIn this section we shed some light on the structure of soluble subgroups in diagramgroups. First of all let us consider an example that demonstrates that there exist solublesubgroups of any degree in R.Thompson's group F . Let P = fx j xx = xg. Allgroups D(P; xk), where k = 1; 2; : : : , are isomorphic to F . Consider any nontrivial (x; x)-diagram �. Then the diagrams �1 = "(x2) + � + "(x) and �2 = "(x) + � + "(x2) areconjugate because they are sums of components that conjugate respectively. Secondly,the diagrams commute which can be seen directly and are conjugated by the diagram� = (x2 ! x)+"(x)+(x! x2). Denoting by a, b the elements of D(P; x4) that representdiagrams �1 and �, respectively, we can see that a and b generate the group Z wr Z,a (restricted) wreath product of two in�nite cyclic groups. In the following theorem wepresent a more general form of the above construction.Theorem 18 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation. Suppose that thereexist nonempty words x, y, z over � such that xy = x, yz = z modulo P, and supposethat the diagram group D(P; y) is nontrivial. Then the group G = D(P; xyz) contains asubgroup isomorphic to Z wr Z. Namely, let � be any nontrivial (y; y)-diagram, let �1 bearbitrary (xy; x)-diagram, and let �2 be arbitrary (z; yz)-diagram. Then elements a andb, represented by diagrams "(x) + � + "(z) and �1 + �2, respectively, generate in G asubgroup isomorphic to Z wr Z.Proof. First of all, let us mention that elements xz, xyz, xy2z, . . . are equal moduloP so the diagram groups with these bases over P will be isomorphic to each other. Toget the diagrams from the above example, one needs to put x = y = z and then go fromthe group with base xyz = x3 to the group with base xy2z = x4 using conjugation by theelement (x! x2) + "(x2).To show that elements a, b of some group G generate Z wr Z, it su�ces to showthat the elements ai = abi (i 2 Z) form a free basis of a free abelian group. To checkthis, it su�ces to show that for any positive integer n, the elements a0, a1, . . . , an forma basis of the free abelian group they generate. We will explicitly �nd the elements ai(0 � i � n) of the corresponding diagram group D(P; xyz). For convenience, we will goto the diagram group over P with base xyn+1z using conjugation by the diagram	 = (��11 + "(yz))(��11 + "(y2z)) � � � (��11 + "(ynz)):30



One can check directly that ci = 	�1ai	 = "(xyn�i) +� + "(yiz) for all 0 � i � n. It isclear that the elements c0, c1, . . . , cn pairwise commute. The obvious formulacd00 cd11 : : : cdnn = "(x) + �d0 +�d1 + � � �+�dn + "(z)shows that the elements c0, c1, . . . , cn form a basis of the free abelian subgroup inD(P; xyn+1z). So the elements a0, a1, . . . , an also form a basis of a free abelian subgroupof D(P; xyz) as desired.We will return to the group Z wr Z later. Now we shall prove a simple fact that willimply that F contains soluble subgroups of any degree.Lemma 19 (Restricted) wreath product F wr Z is a subgroup of F .Proof. We will use some known properties of R.Thompson's group F mentioned inSection 1. As we mentioned above, there are several representations of F by piecewiselinear functions. Let us consider the representation by functions on [0;1). For anypositive integer k we consider the functions from F that are identical outside [k; k + 1].By �k we denote the set of all these functions. It is obvious that they form a groupisomorphic to the group of all piecewise linear functions on [0; 1] (with the propertiesmentioned in Section 1), that is, it is isomorphic to F . It is also easy to see that elementsin di�erent subgroups �k commute with each other. Therefore, the groups �k (k � 1)generate a direct power of the group F . Conjugation by the element x0, represented bythe function given by tx0 = 2t (t 2 [0; 1]), tx0 = t + 1 (t � 1), takes �k to �k+1. It isnow clear that t and �k (k � 1) generate the restricted wreath product F wr Z in F .It is not hard to �nd generators of the subgroup F wr Z of F in a diagram formand also in a normal form. In particular, the subgroup in F generated by elements x0,x1x2x�21 , x21x2x�31 will be isomorphic to F wr Z. The reader can easily draw the diagramsrepresenting these elements.Let us de�ne a sequence of groups by induction: H1 = Z, Hn+1 = Hn wr Z. Thusgroups Hn = (� � � (Z wr Z) wr � � � ) wr Z, where Z occurs n times, are diagram groupsby Theorem 11. The group Hn is soluble of degree n. Using Lemma 19 and elemen-tary properties of wreath products, we have the following result that can be proved byinduction on n. This statement was obtained by M.Brin (private communication), seealso [2].Corollary 20 For any n, the group Hn = (� � � (Z wr Z) wr � � � ) wr Z is a solublesubgroup of degree n in R.Thompson's group F .Talking about wreath products, we would like to mention a fact about subgroups ofR.Thompson's group F . It was shown in [3] that any subgroup of F is either metabelianor contains an in�nite direct power of the group Z. (In fact, one can replace the word\metabelian" by \abelian", see [6].) The proof given in [3, 6] uses representations of F bypiecewise linear functions. Actually, the result is obtained for subgroups of some group31



which is bigger than F . It turns out that one can extract a stronger fact from this proof.Consider all piecewise linear continuous transformations of the unit interval I = [0; 1]onto itself. We consider only mappings that preserve orientation and have �nitely manybreaks of the derivative. All these functions form a group with respect to composition.Let us denote this group by PL0(I). It contains F as a subgroup. We have the followingalternative for subgroups of the group PL0(I).Theorem 21 Any subgroup of PL0(I) is either abelian, or contains an isomorphiccopy of Z wr Z.Proof. Our proof basicaly follows the proof or a weaker alternative from [3, 6].For f 2 PL0(I) by supp f we denote the set of all t 2 I, for which tf 6= t. Let G be anon-abelian subgroup of PL0(I). Consider functions f; g 2 G such that fg 6= gf . LetJ = supp f [ supp g. It is obvious that J is a union of �nitely many disjoint intervalsJk = (ak; bk), 1 � k � m. By de�nition, [f; g] 6= 1 in PL0(I). Then on some of intervalsJ1, . . . , Jm our function [f; g] is not the identity. Denote by �(f; g) the number of suchintervals. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the elements f; g 2 G which donot commute are chosen in such a way that the value �(f; g) is the smallest possible. LetH be a subgroup of PL0(I) generated by f and g. By de�nition, the endpoints of J1,. . . , Jm are stable under f and g so each of these intervals is H-invariant.An easy argument shows that for any x; y 2 Jk (1 � k � m), where x < y, thereexists a function w 2 H such that xw > y. Let us take the greatest upper bound z of theset fxh j h 2 H g. It is clear that ai < z � bi. If z 6= bi then either zf 6= z or zg 6= z byde�nition of the set J . Without loss of generality let zf 6= z. This inequality also holdsin a small neighbourhood of the point z. Therefore one of the numbers zf or zf�1 isgreater than z, a contradiction. Thus z = bi. This implies that acting by some elementof H one can make the image of x as close to bi as one wishes which is what we had toprove.Let us take an interval (ai; bi) (1 � i � m) such that [f; g] is not identical on it. It iseasy to ee that the function [f; g] is identical in some neighbourhood of each of the pointsai, bi. Thus supp[f; g] is nonempty and it is contained in [c0; d0], where ai < c0 < d0 < b.According to the above, there exists a function w 2 H such that d0 < c0w < b. Let usdenote [f; g] by h0. For any n � 1, let cn = c0wn, dn = d0wn, hn = hwn0 . It is obviousthat c0 < d0 < c1 < d1 < � � � , and supp hn \ Ji � [cn; dn]. Therefore, for any i; j � 0, thecommutator [hi; hj] is identical on Ji. Suppose that [hi; hj] 6= 1 for some i, j. Since allthe intervals J1,. . . , Jm are H-invariant, it is clear that all the functions h1, h2, . . . areidentical on all the intervals Jk (1 � k � m) where the function h0 is identical. Therefore,we can replace f , g by hi, hj obtaining �(hi; hj) < �(f; g). This contradicts the choice off , g. This proves that [hi; hj] = 1 for any i; j � 0.So far we very closely followed the proof given in [6]. The conclusion in [6], is thatelements h0, h1, h2, . . . form a basis of a free abelian group. To prove a stronger statementof our theorem, it remains now to add that hwn = hn+1 for all n � 0, so the elements h0,w generate Z wr Z � G.The Theorem is proved. 32



Using Theorem 16, we have the following alternative for subgroups of R.Thompson'sgroup F .Corollary 22 Any subgroup of R.Thompson's group F is either free abelian or con-tains the restricted wreath product Z wr Z.Note that in the group of all piecewise linear functions, not every abelian subgroup isfree abelian.We can extract one more corollary from Theorem 21.Corollary 23 A non-abelian group with one de�ning relation cannot be a subgroup ofthe group PL0(I) (in particular, it cannot be a subgroup of R.Thompson's group F ).Proof. In [7], A.A.Chebotar described all subgroups of one-relator groups that donot contain free subgroups of rank 2. They are: a) abelian subgroups, b) free productZ2 � Z2 of the cyclic group of order 2 by itself, and c) Baumslag { Solitar groups B1k =h a; b j b�1ab = ak i. It is clear that the group Z wr Z does not occur in this list. Thus anon-abelian one-relator group cannot be a subgroup of PL0(I) by Theorem 21.The Corollary is proved.Now let us consider the following interesting question: under what condition on asemigroup presentation P a diagram group over this presentation contains zz wr Z as asubgroup? The answer is given in the following theorem.Theorem 24 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation and let G = D(P; w) bea diagram group. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.1. The group G = D(P; w) contains Z wr Z as a subgroup.2. The group G contains elements a, b such that [a; b] 6= 1, [a; ab] = 1 (in other words,there are two distinct elements in G that are conjugate and commute).3. There are words x, y, z such that the equalities xy = x, yz = z, xz = w holdmodulo P, and D(P; y) 6= 1.Proof. The proof uses the following scheme: (1) ) (2) ) (3) ) (1). Theimplication (1) ) (2) is obvious and holds for any group G. The implication (3) ) (1)was proved in Theorem 18. It remains to show that (2)) (3).Suppose that G = D(P; w) has elements a, b such that [a; b] 6= 1, [a; ab] = 1. ByTheorem 17, one can pass from the base w to some base v that equals w modulo Pin such a way that the diagarams representing the two given commuting elements willbe absolutely reduced and normal. Without loss of generality we can assume that a isrepresented by a diagram A = A1 + � � � + Am decomposed into the sum of components,and the element ab is represented by a diagarm C that has a decomposition into the sumof the same number of components: C = C1 + � � � + Cm by [12, Lemma 15.15]. By the33



same lemma, the element b which conjugates A and C is represented by a diagram B ofthe form B1 + � � � + Bm, where Ci = B�1i AiBi. Let v = v1 : : : vm = v01 : : : v0m, where Ai,Ci are spherical diagrams with bases vi, v0i, respectively, and let Bi be a (vi; v0i)-diagram(1 � i � m). It is obvious that vi = v0i modulo P for all i.We would like to prove that there exists an i from 1 to m such that the diagram Ai(and Ci as well) is nontrivial and the occurrences of the words vi, v0i in the word v do notoverlap and do not contain each other. This would imply condition (3). Indeed, withoutloss of generality, let v = pviqv0ir. Then the equalities p = v1 : : : vi�1 = v01 : : : v0i�1 = pviq,r = v0i+1 : : : v0m = vi+1 : : : vm = qv0ir = qvir hold modulo P. One can put x = p,y = viq, z = vir, and then the equalities x = p = pviq = xy, z = vir = viqvir = yz,w = v = pviqv0ir = pviqvir = pvir = xz will hold modulo P (that is, in the semigroup S).The diagram group over P with base y = viq will be de�nitely nontrivial because thereexists a nontrivial spherical diagram Ai + "(q) with this base.Let us prove the existence of an i such that Ai is nontrivial, and the occurrences of theword vi, v0i in the word v have no common letters. Let us consider an arbitrary 1 � i � msuch that Ai is nontrivial. Since C commutes with A, the diagram C can be presentedas a sum C 0+D +C 00, where C 0, D, C 00 are spherical diagrams with bases v1 : : : vi�1, vi,vi+1 : : : vm, respectively, and D commutes with Ai. Therefore, the diagram D consists ofone component. The same is true for the diagram Ci. So, if the occurrences of vi, v0i havecommon letters, then diagrams D and Ci must coincide. This implies that Ai, Ci arepowers of the same element �i, and are conjugate. It follows from results of [12, Section15] that Ai = Ci, and the occurences of vi and v0i coincide. It is now obvious that A = C.But this contradicts the assumption that a 6= ab.The proof is complete.Let us make two remarks about the theorem we have just proved. Firstly, in thethird condition we cannot avoid the condition that the diagram over P with base y isnontrivial. Without this condition, the diagram group may coincide with Z. Note thatthe algorithm to verify whether the diagram group over a given �nite presentation withgiven base is nontrivial, is unknown. Secondly, we have to note that if elements a, b ofa diagram group are such that [a; b] 6= 1, [a; ab] = 1, then the subgroup isomorphic toZ wr Z, is not necessarily contained in the subgroup generated by a, b. An exampleillustrating that is given below in Section 5.Finishing this Section, let us give a su�cient condition for a diagram group to containR.Thompson's group F as a subgroup.Theorem 25 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation, and let the semigroupS presented by P contain an idempotent. Then there is a word w such that the diagramgroup G = D(P; w) contains R.Thompson's group F as a subgroup. Moreover, one cantake any word w that represents an idempotent in S for such a base.Proof. The proof is quite easy. It is based on the fact that all proper homomorphicimages of the group F are abelian (see [6]). Let us take a word w such that ww = wmodulo P. Let us consider a reduced (w2; w)-diagram � over P. Now we construct a34



homomorphism from F to D(P; w) in the following way. We use the fact that F is adiagram group over Q = hx j x2 = x i. It is convenient to take the element x5 as a base.To any diagram overQ, we assign a diagram over P, replacing the label x by w and �llingin the cells of the form x2 = x by diagrams �. This rule de�nes a homomorphism fromF to D(P; w). Taking into account what we have said above, it is enough to check thatthe image of this homomorphism is not abelian. To show this, it su�ces to compute theimage of the commutator [x0; x1]. In the group D(Q; x5), this commutator is representedby the diagram "(x) + (x2 = x) + (x = x2) + "(x). It is obvious that after we replaceall (x2; x)-cells in this diagram by copies of �, we get a diagram without dipoles. Thusthe image of this commutator is not equal to the identity, so the image of F under thehomomorphism is not abelian.The Theorem is proved.We do not know whether the condition on S to have an idempotent is also su�cient.Problem 2 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation and let G = D(P; w) bea diagram group. Suppose that G contains R.Thompson's group F as a subgroup. Is ittrue that the semigroup S presented by P contains an idempotent?5 The Subgroup ConjectureIn this Section, we construct a counterexample to the Subgroup Conjecture, that is, wewill construct a subgroup in a diagram group that is not a diagram group itself. Notethat the �rst candidate to disprove the Subgroup Conjecture was the group F 0 | thecommutator subgroup of R.Thompson's group F . However, it turned out that F 0 isa diagram group. This answered some open questions about diagram groups. Beforeproving the corresponding Theorem, let us make the following two remarks.The �rst remark is about properties of semigroup diagrams over certain special pre-sentations. Let we have a semigroup presentation of the form hX j R i, where all relationsin R have the form u = V , where u 2 X, V 2 X+. We assume that all left-hand sidesof the relations are distinct and the right-hand sides contain more than one letter. It isknown (see, for instance [10]) that any reduced diagram � over such a presentation canbe uniquely decomposed into a concatenation: � = �1 ��2, where �1 corresponds to aderivation where only applications of relations of the form u = V from R are used, and�2 corresponds to a derivation where only applications of relations of the form V = uare used, (u = V ) 2 R. This fact can be easily proved by choosing the longest positivepath from �(�) to � (�). It is easy to see that all cells \above" this path will correspondto relations u = V , and all cells \below" the path will correspond to V = u. We will call�1 (resp. �2) the positive (resp. negative) part of diagram �.Note that the presentation hx j x = x2 i satis�es the above conditions. The sameholds for the presentation below from the statement of Theorem 26.The second remark is about the structure of a commutator subgroup of a diagramgroup. It is described in [12, Theorem 11.3]. Let us recall this description. Let � be a35



(w;w)-diagram over P = h� j R i. By M , we denote the monoid presented by P. Weconsider the free abelian group A with M �R �M as a free basis. For each vertex �of diagram � we take any positive path from �(�) to �. Its label de�nes an elementin `(�) 2 M . It is easy to show that this element does not depend on the choice ofa path. Analogously, we de�ne the element r(�) 2 M as the value of the label of anypositive path from � to � (�). Now to each cell � of the diagram � we assign an element� � (`(�(�)); u = v; r(� (�))), where � = 1, if u = '(top(�)), v = '(bot(�)), (u; v) 2 Rand � = �1, if v = '(top(�)), u = '(bot(�)), (u; v) 2 R. By �(�) we denote the sumof elements assigned to all the cells of diagram �. Thus � de�nes a homomorphism fromthe group G = D(P; w) into A. As it is shown in [12], the kernel of � is exactly G0 |the commutator subgroup of G.Theorem 26 The commutator subgroup of R.Thompson's group F is a diagram group.Namely, F 0 �= D(Q; a0b0), whereQ = hx; ai; bi (i � 0) j x = xx; ai = ai+1x; bi = xbi+1 (i � 0) i:Proof. Here is the direct proof of this proposition. Let us construct a mapping fromH = D(Q; a0b0) to D(P; x2), where P = hx j x = x2 i. To each spherical diagram over Qwith base a0b0 we assign a diagram that is obtained from the previous one replacing allits labels by x. It is clear that we get a spherical diagram over P with base x2. Obviously,this induces a homomorphism  :H ! F because D(P; x2) �= F . Our aim is to provethat the homomorphism  is injective and its image is F 0.Let � be a nontrivial reduced (a0b0; a0b0)-diagram over Q. Its image under  cannotcontain dipoles. Otherwise, the preimages of the cells that form a dipole in �, wouldform a dipole themselves. This implies that  is injective.Let us check that  (�) 2 F 0 for any reduced diagram � in H. The monoid Mpresented by hx j x = xx i consists of two elements 1 and x. A cell � of diagram�0 =  (�) satis�es `(�(�)) = 1 if and only if �(�) = �(�0). Analogously, r(� (�)) = 1 ifand only if � (�) = � (�0). As we know, the diagram �0 is reduced. It can be decomposedinto a product �01 � �02 of its positive and negative part according to the �rst remarkbefore the statement of the Theorem. It is easy to see that there are no cells � of thediagram �0 can satisfy both of the conditions �(�) = �(�), � (�) = � (�) simultaneously(recall that the base of �0 is x2).Consider the diagram � and decompose it into a concatenation of positive and nega-tive part: � = �1 ��2 (this is possible because Q satis�es conditions of the �rst remarkbefore the statement of the theorem). Let an (n � 0) be the label of the �rst edge of thepath that cuts � into a positive part and a negative part. Then it is easy to extract fromthe form of the de�ning relations that all labels of edges which start at �(�), if one readsthem from the top to the bottom of the diagram, are a0, a1, . . . , an, . . . , a1, a0. Fromthis, it follows that the number of cells � such that �(�) = �(�), is the same for �1 and�2. >From this fact, we immediately conclude that it is the same for �0, if we comparethe number of these cells in �01 and �02. All these cells from �01 map to (1; x = x2; x)under � and all cells from �02 map to �(1; x = x2; x) (we emphasize the fact that we36



are talking about the cells whose initial vertices coincide with the initial vertex of thediagram).An analogous argument can be applied to the cells whose terminal vertices coincidewith the terminal vertex the diagram. Here the list of labels of the edges that come into� (�), if one reads them from top to bottom, is b0, b1, . . . , bm, . . . , b1, b0 for some m � 0.Now one can use the fact that the cells of �01 which we deal with in this paragraph mapto (x; x = x2; 1) and the cells of �02 map to �(x; x = x2; 1). It remains to note that �01has the same number of cells as �02 since �0 is spherical and all relations have the sameform. Therefore, the number of cells � of �01 that satisfy �(�) 6= �(�0) and � (�) 6= � (�0)is the same as the number of corresponding cells in �02. However, the �rst ones map to(x; x = x2; x) and the second ones map to �(x; x = x2; x). Hence �(�0) = 0. This provesthat  (�) 2 F 0.It remains to show that every element in F 0 belongs to the image of  . In order todo that, let us take a reduced spherical diagram �0 with base x2 over hx j x = x2 i. Itfollows from �0 2 F 0 that �(�0) = 0. We consider separately the cells of three types:those that map into a) �(1; x = x2; x), b) �(x; x = x2; 1), c) �(x; x = x2; x) under �,respectively.Each cell belongs to exactly one of the three types. So it is clear that the sum over allcells of each of the types equals zero. This means that in the decomposition �0 = �01��02into positive and negative part, the number of cells of each of the types in �01 will be thesame as the number of cells of the same type in �02. Let us have n � 0 cells of the �rsttype in each of the parts. Let us rename labels of the edges that go out of �(�0), replacingthem by a0, a1, . . . , an, . . . , a1, a0, respectively, from top to bottom. Analogously, letus have m � 0 cells of the second type in each of the parts. We rename labels of theedges that come into � (�0), replacing them in the same way by b0, b1, . . . , bm, . . . , b1,b0, respectively. The diagram we get as a result will be denoted by �.It remains to note that � will be a spherical diagram over Q with base a0b0. Indeed,any cell that has the same initial vertex as the one of �, corresponds to a relation ofthe form ai = ai+1x (i � 0) or its inverse. If a cell � of the positive part is taken, thentop(�) = e, bot(�) = e1e2, where e, e1, e2 are edges of the diagram. By our construction,the label of e equals ai for some i � 0. It follows from the way we renamed the labelsthat e1 has label ai+1. Note that the initial vertex of e2 is not �(�) because e1 cannotbe a loop. Also the terminal vertex of e2 is not � (�). Otherwise the edge e connects theinitial and the terminal vertex of � but this is impossible. Therefore, the label of e2 is x.The arguments for the negative part of the diagram are analogous. Of course, any cellthat has the same terminal vertex as �, corresponds to a relation of the form bi = xbi+1(i � 0) or its inverse. It is clear that  takes � into �0. This completes the proof.Corollary 27 A diagram group can be simple. In particular, there exist nontrivialdiagram groups that coincide with their commutator subgroups and so they do not admitan LOG-presentation.The group F 0 is simple (see [6]). We proved in 26 that F 0 is a diagram group. In [12,Section 17] we asked if a nontrivial diagram group may coincide with its commutator37



subgroup. We have given a positive answer. This is interesting if to compare this resultwith [12, Theorem 12.1]. It was proved there that if all diagram groups over a semigrouppresentation coincide with their commutator subgroups, then all of them are trivial.As we see, certain diagram groups may coincide with their commutator subgroups. Asa by-product, we gave an answer to Problem 17.1 of the same paper: is it true thatany diagram group admits an LOG-presentation? Recall that an LOG-presentation isa group presentation such that all de�ning relations have form a = bc, where a, b andc are generators. The groups that admit such a presentation are called LOG-groups(this concept was introduced in [1], where these groups were characterized in terms of la-belled oriented graphs). In Russian papers, one can often meet an equivalent terminology\C-group". Some interesting characterization of these groups was recently obtained byYu.V.Kuzmin [19, 20]. We have already shown that any diagram group over a completepresentation (see [12]) admits an LOG-presentation (cf R.Thompson's group F ). We alsoproved that any diagram group is a retract of an LOG-group. Since any LOG-group hasZ as its homomorphic image, it cannot coincide with its commutator subgroup. Thus weproved that a diagram group may not have an LOG-presentation.To construct a counterexample to the Subgroup Conjecture, we strongly use resultsof Section 2. In particular, we need Theorem 13 and Example 12.Theorem 28 There exist subgroups of digaram groups that are not diagram groupsthemselves. For instance, the following one-relator grouphx; y j xy2x = yx2y ican be isomorphically represented by diagrams over a semigroup presentation but it is nota diagram group itself.Proof. Let L = hx; y j xy2x = yx2y i. We shall prove that L is not a diagramgroup. Consider the group L1 given byL1 = h zi (i 2 Z) j [zi; zi+1] = 1 (i 2 Z) i:The mapping  that takes zi to zi+1 for all i 2 Z, obviously induces an automorphismof the group L1. Consider HNN-extension of the group L1 with stable letter t viaautomorphism  (this will be also a semidirect product of L1 and Z). We obtain thegroup hL1; t j t�1zit = zi+1 (i 2 Z) i that can be simpli�ed to one-relator group h t; z0 j[z0; zt0] = 1 i. Using Tietze transformations, one can transform it into L (x = z0t,y = t�1). So the group L1 is a subgroup of L.Note that we could consider the groupL0 = h zi (i = 0; 1; 2; : : :) j [zi; zi+1] = 1 (i = 0; 1; 2; : : :) iinstead of L1. The mapping  , where  (zi) = zi+1 (i = 0; 1; 2; : : :), induces a monomor-phism of the group L0 into itself. Indeed, the mapping � such that �(z0) = 1, �(zi) = zi�138



(i = 1; 2; : : :) induces an endomorphism of the group L0 and �( (z)) = z for any z 2 L0.If we take an HNN-extension of the group L0 with stable letter t via monomorphism  ,then we get the group hL0; t j t�1zit = zi+1 (i = 0; 1; 2; : : :) i, that can be transformedinto L after simpli�cations. Remark that L0 is obviously non-abelian (it maps onto a freegroup of rank 2 by the homomorphism which maps z1 to 1, and zi to 1 for i = 3; 4; : : : ).Hence L is also non-abelian, that is, xy 6= yx.For a = yx, b = x we have equality [a; ab] = 1 in the group L and [a; b] 6= 1. If Lis a diagram group then it satis�es Condition 2 of Theorem 24. Thus it also satis�esCondition 1, that is it contains Z wr Z as a subgroup. As we have mentioned above, inthe proof of Corollary 23, the group Z wr Z cannot be a subgroup of a one-relator groupbecause of the result of [7]. The contradiction we have obtained shows that L is not adiagram group.It remains to show that L can be isomorphically embedded into a diagram group. Weapply Theorem 13. It follows from it that the group K = O(Z;Z) is a diagram group.It follows from the description given in Section 2 that K has a presentation in termsof generators gi, hi (i 2 Z), t and de�ning relations [gi; gj ] = [hi; hj ] = 1, gti = gi+1,htj = hj+1, where i; j 2 Z and [gi; hj] = 1 for i � j, i; j 2 Z. So it su�ces to prove thatthe group L = hx; y j [xy; yx] = 1 i is a subgroup in the diagram group K = O(Z;Z).Consider the groupK0 = h gi; hi (i � 0) j [gi; gj ] = [hi; hj] = 1 (i; j � 0); [gi; hj] = 1 (j � i � 0) i:The map gi 7! gi+1, hj 7! hj+1 (i; j � 0) can be extended to an endomorphism  of thegroup K0. It is a monomorphism because the map g0; h0 7! 1, gi 7! gi�1, hj 7! hj�1(i; j � 1) can be also extended to an endomorphism � and �( (z)) = z for any z 2 K0.Therefore, one can consider an HNN-extension of the group K0 with a stable letter t viamonomorphism  . We obtain the group hK0; t j  (z) = zt (z 2 K0) i that has almost thesame presentation as K with the only di�erence that the subscripts of the presentationof K run over all Z. Adding new generators gi = gti0 , hj = htj0 for negative i, j, we easilytransform the presentation obtained above to the presentation of K. So it su�ces toprove the following Lemma.Lemma 29 The subgroup in K generated by elements gihi+1 (i � 0) and t is isomor-phic to L.Proof. The group K is an HNN-extension of the group K0, that is, we add theletter t and relations gti = gi+1, htj = hj+1 (i; j � 0) to its presentation. De�ne the setsRk (k � 0) of de�ning relations over the alphabet f z0; h0; z1; h1; : : :g. For R0 we takethe set of relations of the group L0, that is, R0 = f [zi; zi+1] = 1 (i � 0)g. Further, fork � 1 we putRk = f zhki = zi (0 � i < k) g [ f zhki = zzk�1i (i � k) g [ fhhkj = hj (1 � j < k) g:It is clear that L0 = h zi (i � 0) j R0 i. LetLk = h zi (i � 0); hj (1 � j � k) j R0 [ R1 : : : [Rk i39



for k � 1. We shall prove that for any k � 0, the group Lk+1 can be obtained from Lkby a suitable HNN-extension.Consider the map  k given by the following rules:  k(zi) = zi for 0 � i � k,  k(zi) =zzki for i > k,  k(hj) = hj for 1 � j � k. Let us extend it to a homomorphism of thecorresponding free group into the group Lk. Let us check that all relations of the groupLk will be equalities in Lk under  k.First of all we shall check that  k([zi; zi+1]) = 1 for all i � 0. If 0 � i < k, then k([zi; zi+1]) = [zi; zi+1] = 1 in Lk. The equality  k(zi) = zzki holds also for i = k. Hencefor all i � k we also have  k([zi; zi+1]) = [zzki ; zzki+1] = [zi; zi+1]zk = 1. Now considerthe other relations of Lk. They have one of the following three forms: zhji = zi for0 � i < j � k; zhji = zzj�1i for i � j, 1 � j � k; [hi; hj] = 1 for 1 � i < j � k.Considering three cases, we map each of the relations by  k.If 0 � i < j � k then we have  k(zhji ) =  k(zi) k(hj) = zhji = zi =  k(zi).In the second case we will consider two subcases: i � k and i > k. In the �rst subcase,that is, 1 � j � i � k, we get  k(zhji ) =  k(zi) k(hj) = zhji = zzj�1i =  k(zi) k(zj�1) = k(zzj�1i . In the second subcase, that is, 1 � j � k < i, we have:  k(zhji ) =  k(zi) k(hj) =(zzki )hj = (zhji )zhjk = (zzj�1i )zzj�1k = (zzki )zj�1 =  k(zi) k(zj�1) =  k(zzj�1i ) (equality zhjk =zzj�1k in the group Lk we used in these calculations, is a partial case of the relation of thesecond form for i = k).In the third case everything is easy:  k([hi; hj]) = [ k(hi);  k(hj)] = [hi; hj] = 1 for1 � i < j � k.So  k induces an endomorphism of the group Lk. Let us also introduce the map �kgiven by the rules �k(zi) = zi for 0 � i � k, �k(zi) = zz�1ki for i > k,  k(hj) = hj for1 � j � k. One can analogously check that �k induces an endomorphism of the groupLk. It is obvious that �k( k(z)) =  k(�k(z)) for any z 2 Lk. This means that  k and �kare mutually inverse automorphisms of the group Lk.Consider an HNN-extension of the group Lk with stable letter hk+1 via automorphism k of the group Lk. Its presentation is obtained from the one of Lk by adding hk+1 tothe set of generators and adding relations of the form  k(z) = zhk+1 to the set of de�ningrelations, where z runs over all generators of Lk. These new relations form exactly theset Rk+1. Therefore, this HNN-extension is the group Lk+1. In addition, we also have anatural embedding of Lk into Lk+1 for k � 0.We have a sequence of embedded subgroupsL0 < L1 < � � � < Lk < Lk+1 < � � � ;that give the group̂L = h zi (i � 0); hj (j � 1) j R0 [R1 [ � � � Rk [ � � � ias a union of them. Let H be a subgroup generated by z0 and all hj (j � 1). Adding h0 asa stable letter, we construct an HNN-extension of the group L̂ via identical endomorphismof H onto itself. That is, we add a new generator h0 and relations [z0; h0] = 1, [hj; h0] = 140



for all j � 1. Let us describe explicitly the group �L that we get as a result. It hasgenerators zi, hi (i � 0) subject to the following de�ning relations:[zi; zi+1] = 1 (i � 0);[hi; hj] = 1 (i; j � 0);[zi; hj ] = 1 (0 � i < j);[zi; zj�1h�1j ] = 1 (1 � j � i);[z0; h0] = 1:(we took the relations Rk for all k � 0 together with the relations added at the last step).Let us introduce new generators gi = zih�1i+1 (i � 0). The elements gi, hi generate �Lso our aim is to describe relations of the group �L in terms of these generators. Replacingelements zi by gihi+1 in the de�ning relations of the group �L, we get:[gihi+1; gi+1hi+2] = 1 (i � 0); (19)[hi; hj] = 1 (i; j � 0); (20)[gihi+1; hj ] = 1 (0 � i < j); (21)[gihi+1; gj�1] = 1 (1 � j � i); (22)[g0h1; h0] = 1: (23)Since elements of the form hi (i � 0) pairwise commute, we can simplify (21), getting[gi; hj] = 1 for 0 � i < j. Then in (22) the elements gj�1 hi+1 commute for 1 � j � iand so (22) reduces to [gi; gj�1] = 1 for all 1 � j � i. This means that all elements gi(i � 0) pairwise commute. Let us simplify (19). Note that hi+2 commutes with the otherthree elements so it can be excluded. The equality [gihi+1; gi+1] = 1 we get is equivalentto [hi+1; gi+1] = 1 since gi commutes with the other elements. Thus, simplifying (23), weobtain equalities [gi; hi] = 1 for all i � 0.Let us summarize the above. The group �L has generators gi, hi (i � 0), whereelements gi pairwise commute. Elements of the form hi also pairwise commute and gicommutes with hj whenever i � j. This means that the group �L coincides with K0.The group L0, naturally embedded into �L, is generated by elements zi (i � 0). So thesubgroup of �L generated by gihi+1 = zi (i � 0) is isomorphic to L0.The groupK is an HNN-extension of the groupK0 via the monomorphism :K0 ! K0with t as a stable letter. Let us have a subgroup M0 of K0 such that  (M0) � M0. Inthis case, it is easy to show that the subgroup generated by M0 and t will be the HNN-extension of M via the restriction of  on M0.Indeed, let us take such an HNN-extension. It has the form M = hM0; t j zt = (z) (z 2 M0) i. The map t 7! t, z ! z for z 2 M0 induces a homomorphism � fromM to K. Since zt = t (z) we can represented any element of the group M in the formt�zt��, where z 2M0, �; � 2 Z, � � 0. Therefore, any element m in M is conjugated toan element of the form tz for some  2 Z, z 2M0. If m 6= 1, then either  6= 0 or z 6= 1.41



The element tz maps to an element in K of the same form under  . It follows from theelementary properties of HNN-extensions that it is not equal to 1 in K. Therefore, � isan embedding of M into K and its image is exactly the subgroup of K generated by M0and t.Note that the subgroup of K0 generated by elements zi = gihi+1 (i � 0) is invariantunder  because  (zi) = zi+1 for all i � 0. So one can regard this subgroup (isomorphicto L0) as M0 and apply the arguments from the above paragraph. The correspondingHNN-extension of it is the subgroup of K generated by t and gihi+1 (i � 0). On theother hand, as we have mentioned in the beginning, this HNN-extension is exactly L.The Lemma and Theorem 28 are proved.There are not many known counterexamples to the Subgroup Conjecture. So it isnatural to try to prove this conjecture under some restrictions on the subgroup. Withrespect to Theorem 26, we would like to ask a few questions.Problem 3 Is it true that any subgroup of R.Thompson's group F is a diagram group?Problem 4 Is it true that the commutator subgroup of any diagram group is a diagramgroup?It is easy to see that the commutator subgroup of the group F satis�es the followingcondition. Let � be a diagram representing an element in F 0, and suppose that a conju-gate diagram 	�1�	 is a sum �1+�2 of two nontrivial spherical diagrams with bases v1,v2, respectively. Then the diagrams �1 = 	(�1 + "(v2))	�1 and �2 = 	("(v1) + �2)	�1also belong to F 0. It is easy to see that � = �1�2, where �1 and �2 commute and donot belong to the same cyclic subgroup. Consider any subgroup H of a diagram groupG that satis�es the above condition. We shall say that H is closed in G.Problem 5 Let H be a closed subgroup in a diagram group G. Is it true that H is adiagram group?If the answer to the next problem is positive, then this would imply that all wordhyperbolic diagram groups are free.Problem 6 Let H be a subgroup in a diagram group G. Suppose that for any h 2 H,h 6= 1, the centralizer CG(h) of h in G is cyclic. Does it imply that H is free (at least forthe particular case H = G)?At the end of this Section let us consider an interesting family of groups. LetGn = hx1; : : : ; xn j [x1; x2] = [x2; x3] = � � � = [xn�1; xn] = [xn; x1] = 1 i:It is easy to see that G1 = Z, G2 = Z � Z, G3 = Z � Z � Z, G4 = F2 � F2, where F2is the free group of rank 2. All these groups can be obtained from Z using �nite directand free products. So these are diagram groups. However, the group G5 is not a diagramgroup. 42



Theorem 30 The groups Gn are not diagram groups for odd n � 5.Proof. Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation and let G = D(P; w) be adiagram group. Consider any element g 2 G presented by a diagram �. Let us decompose� into the sum of spherical components. It was proved in [12] that the number of thesecomponents is an invariant of a diagram with respect to conjugation: see the remarkafter the proof of Lemma 15.15. One can see from the same Lemma that the number ofnontrivial components is also an invariant. Thus one can introduce a function comp ,denoted by comp (g), the number of nontrivial components of a diagram that representsan element g 2 G.Let us introduce a partial binary relation � on G. Let g1; g2 2 G be such thatcomp (g1) = comp (g2) = 1 (in particular, g1, g2 are nontrivial). We put g1 � g2whenever diagrams �1, �2 that represent elements g1, g2 respectively, satisfy the followingcondition: there are words x; y; z 2 ��, u; v 2 �+, some (w; xuyvz)-diagaram �, simpleabsolutely reduced spherical diagrams 	1 and 	2 with bases u, v respectively such that��1�1� = "(x)+	1+"(yvz), ��1�2� = "(xuy)+	2+"(z). It follows from this de�nitionthat if g1 � g2, then elements g1, g2 commute and generate a subgroup isomorphic toZ � Z in G. In particular, they do not belong to the same cyclic subgroup. Thus therelation � is antireexive, that is, condition g � g never holds for g 2 G. Let us establisha few properties of �.Lemma 31 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation and let G = D(P; w) bea diagram group. The relation � is transitive, that is, for any g1; g2; g3 2 G such thatcomp (g1) = comp (g2) = comp (g3) = 1, conditions g1 � g2 and g2 � g3 imply g1 � g3.Proof. Let element gi in G be represented by a diagram �i (i = 1; 2; 3). Sinceg1 � g2, there are words x; y; z 2 ��, u; v 2 �+, (w; xuyvz)-diagram �, simple absolutelyreduced spherical diagrams 	1 and 	2 with bases u, v respectively, such that ��1�1� ="(x) + 	1 + "(yvz), ��1�2� = "(xuy) + 	2 + "(z). Since g2 � g3, there are wordsx0; y0; z0 2 ��, u0; v0 2 �+, (w; x0u0y0v0z0)-diagram �0, simple absolutely reduced sphericaldiagrams 	02 and 	03 with bases u0, v0 respectively, such that (�0)�1�2�0 = "(x0) + 	02 +"(y0v0z0), (�0)�1�3�0 = "(x0u0y0) + 	03 + "(z0). It follows from these conditions that"(xuy) + 	2 + "(z) = ��1("(x0) + 	02 + "(y0v0z0))�, where � = (�0)�1�. Diagrams"(xuy) + 	2 + "(z) and "(x0) + 	02 + "(y0v0z0) are conjugate by an element �. It followsfrom [12, Lemma 15.15] that the components of these diagrams are conjugate respectively.In particular, words x0 and z are nonempty. Applying this Lemma, we conclude that� = �1 + �2 + �3, where �1, �2, �3 are (x0; xuy)-, (u0; v)- and (y0v0z0; z)-diagrams,respectively.Let us now take the diagram � = �("(xuyv)+��13 ). It is clear that � = �0�("(xuyv)+��13 ) = �0(�1+�2+�3)("(xuyv)+ ��13 ) = �0(�1+�2+ "(y0v0z0)). We have ��1�1� =("(xuyv)+��13 )�1(��1�1�)("(xuyv)+��13 ) = ("(xuyv)+��13 )�1("(x)+	1+"(yvz))("(xuyv)+��13 ) = "(x) + 	1 + "(yvy0v0z0), and ��1�3� = (�1 +�2 + "(y0v0z0))�1(�0)�1�3�0(�1 +�2 + "(y0v0z0)) = (��11 + ��12 + "(y0v0z0))("(x0u0y0) + 	03 + "(z0))(�1 + �2 + "(y0v0z0)) =43



"(xuyvy0) + 	03 + "(z0). Thus conjugating diagrams �1 and �3 by a (w; xuyvy0v0z0)-diagram �, we represent them in the form enabling us to conclude that g1 � g3.The proof is complete.Lemma 31 implies that the relation � is also antisymmetric, that is g1 � g2 excludesg2 � g1. Let us establish one more property of �.Lemma 32 Let P = h� j R i be a semigroup presentation and let G = D(P; w) be adiagram group. We claim that for any commuting elements g1; g2 2 G that do not belongto the same cyclic subgroup and satisfy comp (g1) = comp (g2) = 1, exactly one of thefollowing conditions holds: g1 � g2 or g2 � g1.Proof. Let Ai be a diagram that represents an element gi 2 G (i = 1; 2). Since[g1; g2] = 1, we can apply Theorem 17 and �nd a word v = v1 : : : vn, spherical (vj; vj)-diagrams �j (1 � j � n), integers dij (1 � i � 2, 1 � j � n) and some (w; v)-diagram� such that ��1Ai� = �di11 + � � � + �dinn , where diagrams �j (1 � j � n) are eithertrivial or simple absolutely reduced. The condition comp (g1) = 1 means that there isexactly one number j from 1 to n such that diagram �d1jj is not trivial. Analogously,condition comp (g2) = 1 means that there exists exactly one number k from 1 to n suchthat diagram �d1kk is not trivial. If j = k then diagrams A1, A2 belong to the same cyclicsubgroup of G but this is impossible. If j < k, then g1 � g2 by de�nition. If k < j theng2 < g1.The proof is complete.Let us continue the proof of Theorem 30. Let n = 2k + 1, k � 2. Suppose thatGn = D(P; w) is a diagram group over P = h� j R i with base w. First of all let usprove that comp (xi) = 1 for all generators xi of Gn. Let us establish that the centralizerC(xi) of the element xi (1 � i � n) in Gn is the subgroup generated by elements xi�1, xiand xi+1, isomorphic to the direct product F2 � Z (subscripts are taken modulo n). Bysymmetry, it su�ces to consider the centralizer of xn.Suppose that C(xn) 6= gp hx1; xn�1; xn i. Consider a group word W of minimal lengthin x1, . . . , xn such that W 2 C(xn), W =2 gp hx1; xn�1; xn i. In particular, the word Wis nonempty and it has neither nonempty initial nor nonempty terminal segment thatbelongs to gp hx1; xn�1; xn i. The group Gn is an HNN-extension with base� = hx1; : : : ; xn�1 j [x1; x2] = [x2; x3] = � � � = [xn�2; xn�1] = 1 i;and stable letter xn, with respect to the identical automorphism of the subgroup gp hx1; xn�1 iof �. Consider the element x�1n WxnW�1 of this HNN-extension. It equals 1 in the groupGn since W 2 C(xn). By Britton's Lemma (see [22]), the word x�1n WxnW�1 has a sub-word of the form U = x��n V x�n, where � = �1, V 2 gp hx1; xn�1 i is a word that doesnot contain x�1n . Since the word W is chosen to have minimal length, U is not containedin W�1. Otherwise the occurrence of U can be replaced by an occurrence of the wordV that is equal to U in Gn, decreasing the length of W . It is clear that V is nonemptysince W cannot begin or end with x�1n . Thus V is neither initial nor terminal segment ofW�1. So it is clear that U does not occur in x�1n WxnW�1. We got a contradiction.44



Thus C(xn) = gp hx1; xn�1; xn i. Consider a mapping of the alphabet fx1; : : : ; xn ginto Gn, sending each of the elements x1, xn�1, xn to itself and senging all the otherelements to 1. Extending this mapping to a homomorphism of the corresponding freegroup into Gn, we see that all de�ning relations of the group Gn are sent to 1. Thuswe have an induced homomorphism �:Gn ! Gn. It is obvious that it is a retraction,that is, �2 = �. On the one hand, the subgroup �(Gn) of Gn equals gp hx1; xn�1; xn i;on the other hand, this group is presented by relations of the group Gn with additionalconditions x2 = � � � = xn�2 = 1. Thus for any n > 3 we havegp hx1; xn�1; xn i = �(Gn) = hx1; xn�1; xn j [xn�1; xn] = [xn; x1] = 1 i �= F2 � Z;as desired.So C(xi) �= F2 � Z for all i from 1 to n; in particular, the centre of C(xi) is cyclic.If xi were represented by a diagram with more than one nontrivial component, then itscentralizer would have at least two direct summands isomorphic to Z by [12, Theorem15.35]. So its centre would not be cyclic. Taking into account that xi is nontrivial, weconclude that comp (xi) = 1. (Notice that we have not used yet that n is odd.)Apply Lemma 32 and suppose without loss of generality that x1 � x2. Suppose thatx2 � x3. Then Lemma 31 would imply that x1 � x3, so elements x1 and x3 commute. Itis clear that these elements do not commute in Gn. The contradiction we obtain allowsto apply Lemma 32 again and to conclude that x3 � x2. We will obtain a contradictionagain if we suppose that x4 � x3. So in fact x3 � x4. Continuing in this way, we shallconclude that x2k+1 � x2k, x2k+1 � x1, x2 � x1. We have a contradiction.The Theorem is proved.It is reasonable to pose a question with respect to Theorem 30.Problem 7 For which n the groups Gn are diagram groups? For which n they areisomorphically representable by diagrams?If there is an odd n � 5 such that the group Gn is representable by diagrams, then wehave one more counterexample to the Subgroup Conjecture. Otherwise we would have ageneralization of Theorem 30.6 Distortion of Subgroups in Diagram GroupsThe problems that concern distortion in groups form a branch of geometric group theoryunder development (see [8, 24, 25]). Let us recall some de�nitions.Let A be a group with �nite set of generators X. In this case, for any g 2 G thereexists an n � 0 and x1; : : : ; xn 2 X�1 such that g = x1 : : : xn. The least n with thisproperty is called the length of the element g with respect to the generating set X and itis denoted by jgjX .If there are two functions �,  from G to the set of all nonnegative integers, then weshall write � �  , whenever there is a positive integer constant C such that �(g) � C (g)45



for all g 2 G. If it holds � �  and  � � for the two functions simultaneously, then wecall these functions equivalent and denote this fact by � �  . Obviously, � is in fact theequivalence relation (one does not have to mix it with another equivalence relation thatis often used when the Dehn functions are discussed). So, for the two functions one has� �  if and only if there exisets a positive integer constant C such that�(g)C �  (g) � C�(g) for all g 2 G:If X and Y are �nite sets of generators of the same group A, then elementary argu-ments show that functions j jX and j jY are equivalent.Let we have two �nitely generated groups A and B such that A is a subgroup of B.Let us �x some �nite system of generators X for the group A and some �nite systemof generators Y for the group B. For any element g 2 A we de�ne two numbers: jgjXand jgjY . Functions j jX, j jY can be regarded as functions on A. Later we will com-pare functions on two groups one embedded into another, with respect to �, taking thecorresponding restrictions of these functions. It follows from elementary reasons thatj jY � j jX . If the converse is true, that is, j jX � j jY holds, the we say that a subgroupA embeds into B quasiisometrically or without distortion (this happens, if j jX � j jY ).Note that the equivalence of two length functions j jX and j jY does not depend on thechoice of �nite systems of generators X and Y . If to consider functions up to equivalence,then one can introduce length functions `A and `B in �nitely generated groups A and B,respectively, that will depend of A and B only. The quasiisometricity of an embeddingof A into B means that `A � `B.Now consider a more general situation of an embedding of A into B for two �nitelygenerated groups, A � B. Let we distinguish some �nite generating sets X and Y ingroups A and B respectively. One can consider the functiondisto (n) = maxjgjY�n jgjX;that describes distortion of the subgroup A embedded into B. It is called the distortionfunction of the subgroup A in B. It is easy to �nd out that if we change the generatingsets, then the distortion function disto (n) is not essentially changed. The reader can easilywrite down the corresponding inequalities. Thus we can talk about linear, quadratic,polynomial, exponential etc distortion. The question about distortion is aslo interestingwith respect to the so called membership problem. Let we have two �nitely generatedgroups A and B, where A � B. The membership problem of elements of the group Binto the subgroup A is the question on the existence of an algorithm that decides, given aword on the generators of B, whether the element of B presented by this word belongs toA. The membership problem of elements of B into a subgroup A is decidable if and onlyif the distortion function disto (n) de�ned above is recursive (equivalently, has a recursiveupper bound).It is interesting to �nd the conditions under which all �nitely generated subgroups of agiven group will embed into it (or any its �nitely generated subgroup) without distortion.46



Free groups and abelian groups have this property. Even for the case of nilpotent groupsthe situation is quite di�erent: in any nilpotent (non-abelian) torsion-free group thereare cyclic subgroups that have distortion in them. (Note that diagram groups may havedistorted subgroups in general: due to the classical result of Mikhailova [23], the groupF2�F2 has �nitely generated subgroups with undecidable membership problem, so theyare distorted.)Let us mention two recent results of Burillo [5]: he proved that every cyclic subgroupof R.Thompson's group F is embedded into it without distortion. Also he gave examplesof quasi-isometric embeddings of groups F � Zn (n � 1) and F � F into F .It is thus natural to ask whether every �nitely generated subgroup embeds quasi-isometrically into F . We give a negative answer. Namely, for any integer d � 2 weconstruct a �nitely generated subgroup of F with distortion at least nd. The fact that anycyclic subgroup of every �nitely generated group representable by diagrams (includingthe case of F ) embeds quasi-isometrically into it, follows easily from [12, Lemma 15.29].We shall prove a more general result.Theorem 33 Let B be a �nitely generated subgroup of a diagram group G and let Abe a �nitely generated abelian subgroup of B. Then A embeds into B quasi-isometrically.Proof. Note that diagram groups are torsion-free [12, Theorem 15.11] and so Ais isomorphic to Zm for some integer m. (This also follows from Theorem 15.) LetG = D(P; w), where P = h� j R i is a semigroup presentation. By A1, . . . , Am wedenote spherical diagrams with base w presenting free generators of A �= Zm. Sincethese elements are pairwise commutative in G, we can apply Theorem 17 to them. Thuswe have a word v = v1 : : : vn, sperical (vj; vj)-diagrams �j (1 � j � n), integers dij(1 � i � m, 1 � j � n) and some (w; v)-diagram � such that��1Ai� = �di11 + � � �+ �dinnfor all 1 � i � m. Each of the diagrams �1, . . . , �n is either trivial or simple abso-lutely reduced. Conjugation by diagram � is an isomorphism of groups G = D(P; w)and D(P; v). Since the property of a subgroup to be embeddable quasi-isometrically isan invariant under isomorphism, we can assume without loss of generality that B is asubgroup of D(P; v).It su�ces to prove that `A � `B. Consider the diagrams�0j = "(v1 : : : vj�1) + �j + "(vj+1 : : : vn)for all j from 1 to n. By 	1, . . . , 	r we denote those of diagrams �01, . . . , �0n thatare nontrivial. The form a basis X of a free abelian group C. Since A embeds into Cquasi-isometrically, we have `A � `C . For any element in the group D(P; v) presented bya reduced diagram �, we denote by #(�) the number of cells in �. Thus # is a functionon the diagram group. Let Y be a �nite generating set of the group B and let K bethe greatest number of cells for diagrams in Y . Then it is obvious that #(�) � Kj�jYfor any diagram � in B. So we have # � `B. Let s1, . . . , sr be arbitrary integers.47



Consider the element � = 	s11 : : :	srr in C. All diagrams �j (1 � j � n) are absolutelyreduced. So it follows easily from the de�nition of diagrams 	k (1 � k � r) that#(�) = js1j#(	1) + � � � + jsrj#(	r). Since j�jX = js1j + � � � + jsrj, we can deduceinequality j�jX � #(�) � K 0j�jX, where K 0 is the greatest number of cells for thediagrams in X. Therefore, `C � #.Summarizing what we have said above, we conclude that `A � `C � # � `B. Nowobvious inequality `B � `A gives us the equivalence `A � `B.The Theorem is proved.Now consider R.Thompson's group F , take any its element g 2 F and its centralizerCF (g) in F . In [12, Corollary 15.36] we gave the description of centralizers in F : they are�nite direct products of groups that isomorphic to either F or Z. In particular, all of themare �nitely generated. Remark that if an element g 2 F is presented by a diagram �,then to �nd its centralizer, one needs to �nd an absolutely reduced diagram �0 conjugatedto � (this can be done e�ectively by [12, Lemma 15.14]) and then decompose �0 into asum of (spherical) components. To each trivail component we assign the group F and toeach nontrivial one we assign Z. Then we take direct product of these groups. It is easyto see that the groups we get in this way are exactly groups of the form Fm�Zn, where0 � m � n+ 1.The Theorem below generalizes Burillo's results from [5], where it is shown that Fhas quasi-isometrically embedded subgroups isomorphic to F � F (Proposition 9), andfor every n � 1 there are quasi-isometrically embedded subgroups isomorphic to F � Zn(Corollary 6). (Although the group F � F cannot be a centralizer of an element in F , itis embeddable without distortion into F 2 � Z, which is a centralizer of some element inF . This implies the �rst of results quoted above.)Theorem 34 For any element g in R.Thompson's group F , the centralizer CF (g) ofthis element embeds into F quasi-isometrically.First of all we need a lemma that can be deduced easily as a consequence of [5,Proposition 2]. But we give a direct proof of the fact we need.Let P = hx j x2 = x i. For any k � 1, by #k(g) we denote the number of cells in in the(reduced) spherical diagram with base xk that presents the element g 2 F �= D(P; xk).The number jgj denotes the length of g 2 F with respect to the set fx0; x1g of generators.Lemma 35 For any g 2 F , the following inequalities hold:jgj3 � #3(g) � 2jgj:For any k the function #k is equivalent to the length function j j.Proof. Diagrams that correspond to the paths (x2; x ! x2; 1)(1; x2 ! x; x2) and(x; x ! x2; x)(1; x2 ! x; x2) have two cells each. They present the elements x0, x1of R.Thompson's group F �= D(P; x3). If g is an element of length n, then it can be48



presented by a diagram with base x3 that has at most 2n cells. The second inequality isthus proved.Let us prove the �rst inequality. Let an element g is presented by a diagram � withbase x3. The longest positive path from �(�) to � (�) cuts this diagram into two parts:positive and negative one. The number of cells in each of the parts is the same, let it beequal to m. Then #3(g) = 2m. It is easy to see that the longest positive path has lengthm + 3. Represent g as a normal form g = g1g�12 , where each of the elements g1, g2 ispositive, that is, it is a product of positive exponents of generators. Since jgj � jg1j+ jg2j,it su�ces to estimate the length of g1. (The lenght of g2 can be estimated analogously.)So let g1 = xj0xi1 : : : xis, where s � 0 and 1 � i1 � : : : � is is the normal form of g1.For any i � 1, replace xi by x1�i0 x1xi�10 , which is equal to it in F . Then we have that g1equals in F to the word xj�i1+10 x1xi1�i20 x1 : : : xis�1�is0 x1xis�10 ;that has lengthjj � i1 + 1j+ (i2 � i1) + � � �+ (is � is�1) + is � 1 + s = 2is � i1 + jj � i1 + 1j+ s � 1:(If s = 0, then the length is just j.)according to the procedure described in 1 (Example refTGNF), we have inequalitys+ j � m. If s � 1, then the element xis corresponds to the edge (xt; x! x2; xis) in theSquier complex, where t � 1, so � has a positive path labelled by xt+2+is. This impliest+ 2 + is � m+ 3 hence is � m.Let us consider two cases.) j � i1 � 1 or s = 0. We have jg1j � 2is + j + s� 2i1 � 3m� 2 for s � 1. If s = 0,then jg1j = j � m.) s 6= 0, j < i1 � 1. In this case jg1j � 2is + s� j � 2 � 3m� 2.Summarizing, we conclude that jg1j � 3m for all cases. Also jg2j � 3m. Therefore,jgj � 6m = 3#3(g), what we had to prove.Now it remains to note that j#k(g)�#3(g)j � 2jk�3j since the diagram that presentsg in D(P; xk) can be obtained from � conjugating it by a diagram of jk � 3j cells. Fromwhat follows that functions #k and #3 are equivalent (one needs to use that #k(g) = 0if and only if g = 1.)The Lemma is proved.Proof of Theorem 34. Let g 2 F be an arbitrary element. Let us present it by an(x; x)-diagram and reduce this diagram to absolutely reduced form by conjugation. Weget some diagram � with base xk. By Lemma 35, the length function in F is equivalentto #k. Let � = �1+� � �+�m is a decomposition of � into the sum of components, where�i is a spherical diagram with base zi (1 � i � m). Any element in the centralizer of � isequal to a sum of (zi; zi)-diagrams, and the ith summand commutes with �i (1 � i � m).For any i from 1 to m, let Gi = F , if �i is trivial and Gi = Z, if �i is nontrivial. ThusCF (g) �= G1 � � � � � Gm. Choose a system of generators in each of the groups Gi: ifGi = F , then the system consists of x0, x1, and for Gi = Z the system consists of one49



element. these systems of generators form a generating set Y of the centralizer of �.It is clear that any element h in the centralizer can be uniquely presented in the formh1 : : : hm, where hi 2 Gi for 1 � i � m, and jhjY = jh1j1 + � � � + jhmjm (by j ji we denotethe length in Gi with respect to the generating set we have chosen). The number of cellsin � is equal to the sum of numbers of cells in diagrams �i (1 � i � m). So it followsfrom the equivalence of the length function and the number of cells that the function j jYis equivalent to the length function in F �= D(P; xk). This means that the embedding ofCF (g) into F is quasi-isometric. ( Gi = F , then we apply Lemma 35. In the case Gi = Zthe equivalence of the length function and the number of cells is obvious.)The Theorem is proved.Before going to the proof of the next result about distorted subgroups in F , let usconsider the following construction that has its preimage in [23]. Let H be a groupgenerated by a �nite set X and let R be a �nite subset in H. By N we denote the normalclosure of the set R in H. Consider the subgroup K in H �H generated by all elementsof the form (x; x), where x 2 X, and also all elements of the form (r; 1), where r 2 R. itis easy to see that for any g; h 2 H, the element (g; h) is in K if and only if the cosetsof g and h by the subgroup N are equal. (This is proved in the same way as in [23]; seealso [22].)It is possible to consider an analog of the Dehn function in this situation. For anyelement g 2 N by k(g) we denote the least k such that the element g is equal in H to aproduct of k elements conjugated in H to elements in R or their inverses. Let�(n) = maxjgj�n k(g);where jgj is the length of g with respect to the set X of generators. This function can becall a (relative) Dehn function of presentation hX j R i with respect to H; it is clear thatif H is free, then we have standard Dehn function.Let Y denote the above set of generators of K. Suppose that the element (g; 1) 2 Kcan be presented as a product of m elements from Y �1. Then we have an equality(g; 1) = (u0; u0)(r1; 1)"1(u1; u1) : : : (rm; 1)"m(um; um);that holds in K, where u0; u1; : : : ; um 2 H, r1; : : : ; rm 2 R, "1; : : : ; "m = �1. Therefore,equalities g = u0r"11 u1 : : : r"mm um, 1 = u0u1 : : : um hold in H. Theng = u0u1 : : : umr"1u1:::um1 : : : r"mumm = r"1u1:::um1 : : : r"mumm. So the inequality k(g) � m holds. In particular, representing (g; 1) as a product ofthe least number of generators in Y �1, we get the inequality k(g) � j(g; 1)jK. For eachpositive integer n we have an element g 2 H such that jgjX � n and �(n) = k(g). Thegroup H �H has the following natural set of generators: Z = (X �f1g) [ (f1g�X). Itis clear that j(g; 1)jZ � jgjX � n, but we have j(g; 1)jK � k(g) = �(n). It follows fromthe de�nition of the distortion function that disto (n) � �(n), where we embed K intoH �H. We proved the following lemma. 50



Lemma 36 Let H be a group generated by a �nite set X, let R be a �nite subsetof H. Consider the subgroup K of H � H generated by the set Y that consists of allelements (x; x) (x 2 X) and all elements of the form (r; 1) (r 2 R). Then inequalitydisto (n) � �(n) holds, where disto (n) is the distortion function for the embedding of thegroup K generated by Y into the group H �H generated by Z = (X �f1g) [ (f1g �X).Here �(n) is the relative Dehn function of presentation hX j R i with respect to H.An important property of R.Thompson's group F is that F � F can be embeddedinto F . So in order to obtain distorted subgroups in F we need to take such a subgroupH with �nite generating set X and a �nite subset R of H such that the Dehn functionof hX j R i with respect to H will be overlinear. Then, in the above notation, we shallget an embedding of K into the group H �H, which is in turn embeddable into F � F(and so it embeds into F ). The embedding of K into F will not be quasi-isometric. Notethat if to take H = F , R = f [x0; x1] g, then the relative Dehn function will be linearthough the standard Dehn function (with respect to the free group on fx0; x1g) will bequadratic. Now we will give an example how to construct a subgroup in F with at leastquadratic distortion. The last Theorem in this Section will be a generalization of thisexample.Example 37 Let H = Z wr Z be a subgroup of F constructed in Section 4. Denoteits generators by a and b. Let the elements an = abn (n 2 Z) form a basis of the freeabelian subgroup. For R we take the set of a single element [a; b] = a�10 a1. Conjugatingthis element by all elements in H, we shall get all elements of the form ci = a�1i ai+1(i 2 Z). It is obvious that all elements of the form ci are also a basis of the free abeliangroup. Let gn = [an; bn] = a�n0 ann 2 H. The length of gn with respect to fa; bg does notexceed 4n. At the same time, we have equality gn = cn0cn1 : : : cnn�1, which shows that gncan be presented as a product of n2 elements of the form ci (i 2 Z). Since the elementsci form a basis of a free abelian subgroup, it follows that gn cannot be presented as aproduct of less than n2 elements of the form c�1i . Therefore, the Dehn function �(n) ofpresentation h a; b j [a; b] i with respect to H satis�es inequality �(4n) � n2. Let K bea subgroup of H � H generated by (a; a), (b; b), ([a; b]; 1). Lemma 36 shows that thedistortion function disto that characterizes the embedding of K into H �H, is at leastquadratic. In particular, K embeds into H �H with distortion (that is, the embeddingis not quasi-isometric). It remains to embed H �H into F �F and then into F . Takinginto account that `F � `H�H , we obtain that K embeds into F with distortion.One can give explicit expressions (in terms of normal forms) of the generators of Kas a subgroup in F . The elements a = x1x2x�21 and b = x0 generate in F a subgroupisomorphic to Z wr Z. The rules (x0; 1) 7! x1x2x�21 , (x1; 1) 7! x21x2x�31 , (1; x0) 7!x2x3x�22 , (1; x1) 7! x22x3x�32 give an embedding of F � F into F . Using that, it is easyto compute the generators of K. The following elements of F generate the subgroupisomorphic to K: x21x22x26x27x�18 x�17 x�26 x�13 x�12 x�21 ;x1x2x4x5x�24 x�21 ;51



x31x22x5x6x�25 x�13 x�12 x�31 :Now let us prove the result about distorted subgroups of F in its general form.Theorem 38 For any d � 2, there exists a �nitely generated subgroupKd of R.Thomp-son's group F such that the corresponding distortion function satis�es inequality nd �disto (n).Proof. De�ne the groups Hk (k � 0) by induction on k in the following way. LetH0 = 1, Hk+1 = Hk wr h ak+1 i for k � 0, where all groups h ak i are in�nite cyclic.According to Corollary 20, all of them are embeddable into F . Let us �x an integer d � 2and consider the group Hd �Hd, which is also embeddable into F . For any integers k, nde�ne an element gk(n) as a left-normalized commutatorgk(n) = [an1 ; an2 ; : : : ; ank ];de�ned by induction on k: g1(n) = an1 , gk+1(n) = [gk(n); ank+1] for k � 1.The element gk(1) will be denoted by gk. For Rd we take the set of a single elementgd = [a1; a2; : : : ; ad].The elements in Hd of the formai(t1; : : : ; tr) = aat1i+1::: atri+ri ;where 1 � i � d, 0 � r � d � i, t1; : : : ; tr 2 Z, will be called basic. If r = 0 then we justhave ai. Obviously, ai = ai(0) = ai(0; 0) = � � � and so on. In general, we can add zeroeson the right to the sequence t1, . . . , tr in such a way that the total number of argumentsin brackets after ai do not exceed d� i.Consider two elements wi = ai(si+1; : : : ; sd) and wj = aj(tj+1; : : : ; td), where 1 � i �j � d, and sk (i < k � d), tk (j < k � d) are integers. (It is easy to see that each pairof basic elements can be presented in this form.) It is clear that if the sequence tj+1,. . . , td is not an end of the sequence si+1, . . . , sd, then the elements wi and wj commute.Indeed, in this case one can choose the biggest k such that sk 6= tk. Conjugation bythe inverse element to ask+1k+1 : : : asdd = atk+1k+1 : : : atdd takes elements wi, wj into the elementsw0i = ai(si+1 : : : sk) 2 Haskkk�1, w0j = aj(tj+1 : : : tk) 2 Hatkkk�1, respectively. But it is clearfrom the elementary properties of wreath products that the subgroups Gzs and Gzt ofG wr h z i, where z generates Z, commute elementwise for any s 6= t. Now, if the sequencetj+1, . . . , td is the end of si+1, . . . , sd, that is, sk = tk for j < k � d, then elements wi andwj coincide in the case i = j; in the case i < j one can write them as wi = ai(si+1; : : : ; sj)v,wj = avj , where v = asj+1j+1 : : : asdd . Then for each ` 2 Z one has equalitieswwj̀i = (ai(si+1; : : : ; sj)v)a`vj = �ai(si+1; : : : ; sj)aj̀�v = aasi+1i+1 ::: asj+`j vi= ai(si+1; : : : ; sj + `; sj+1; : : : ; sd): (24)So we have a rule how to conjugate one basic element by another basic element.52



Let 1 � k � d. Consider the normal closure Mk of the element a1 in Hk. It followsfrom the above that Mk is an abelian group freely generated by the set of elementsa1(s2; : : : ; sk) = aas22 ::: askk1 ;where s2; : : : ; sk 2 Z. It is possible to de�ne a homomorphism �k:Mk ! Z from Mk intothe additive group Z as follows: �k(a1(s2; : : : ; sk)) = s2 : : : sk. From this de�nition wehave that for any k > 1, h 2Mk�1 and for any ` 2 Z the following equality holds:�k(hak̀) = `�k�1(h):In particular, �k equals zero on Mk�1.Our aim is to establish the two facts.1) For any h 2 Hk the equality �k(ghk ) = 1 holds.Note that gk obviously belongs to Mk so we can apply �k to any element conjugatedto gk.2) If 1 � k � d, then the element gk(n) belongs to the normal closure of the elementgk and �k(gk(n)) = nk.First we shall deduce the conclusion of our Theorem from these facts. The elementsa1, . . . , ad generate the subgroup Hd. The length of gd(n) with respect to these generatorsdoes not exceed Dn, where D = 3 � 2d�1 � 2 is a constant that does not depend on n.From the above two facts it is clear that the element gk(n), being a product of conjugatesto gd, cannot be presented as a product of less than nd factors that are conjugates to gd ortheir inverses. In the notation of Lemma 36, this gives inequality �(Dn) � nd. Applyingthis Lemma, we get nd � disto (n).So let us prove the �rst of the above facts. We proceed by induction on k. If k = 1,then g1 = a1 2 M1 and gh1 = a1 for any h 2 H1 = h a1 i. By de�nition, �1(a1) = 1. Letk > 1, h 2 Hk. Then gk = [gk�1; ak] = g�1k�1gakk�1 2Mk since gk�1 2Mk�1 by the inductiveassumption. We have equalities�k(ghk ) = �k �[gk�1; ak]h� = �k(g�hk�1gakhk�1) = �k(g�hk�1) + �k(gakhk�1):Since �k = 0 onMk�1, the �rst summand equals zero. Further, the elements gakk�1 2 Hakk�1and h 2 Hk�1 commute, what follows from the de�nition of a wreath product. Therefore,gakhk�1 = gakk�1. It follows from the above properties of �k that for any g 2 Mk�1 we have�k(gak) = �k�1(g). So the second summand equals �k(gakk�1) = �k�1(gk�1) = 1 becausegk�1 2Mk�1. As a result, �k(ghk ) = 1, what we had to prove.Let us prove the second fact. By Nk we denote the normal closure of gk in Hk. Let usprove by induction on k that gk(n) 2 Nk. This is obvious for k = 1 since g1(n) = an1 = gn1 .Let k > 1, and let the fact is true for all values of the parameter less than k. Sincegk = [gk�1; ak], we have equality gakk�1 = gk�1 modulo Nk. In the group Hk, any elementin Hakk�1 commutes with any element in Hk�1. Therefore, gk�1 centralizes Hk�1 moduloNk. Then, modulo Nk, any element in the normal closure of gk�1 is some power of gk�1.53
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